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Welcome
With women missing out on the opportunity to attain their full potential and Brydon’s
recommendations to overhaul the audit, there is much work to be done
The theme of this year’s International

Read about this and her role as CFO at

Women’s Day is #EachforEqual – ‘An

Prudential Life Insurance Ghana in our

equal world is an enabled world’, as

cover feature on page 12.
We also continue ACCA’s theme of

the IWD website says.

‘the power of future-ready talent’ in this

AB’s coverage might be more
appropriately subtitled #ReachforEqual,

issue. On page 28, we look at how the

as our articles reveal that improvements

finance function can take the lead on

to the gender balance in the workplace

the analytics agenda and help to embed

might be illusory – or at the very least

the use of this technology across an

show that we have some way to go

organisation. We also look at reskilling

before equality is attained at the c-suite

a practice’s workforce (page 40), setting

level. See page 46 and page 11.

up your own business (page 48), and the
benefits of taking a sabbatical (page 74),

We also hear that women

among other stories.

entrepreneurs tend to be more cautious

But the hottest topic we address this

about starting a business and are less
confident in their capabilities compared

edition must surely be the review of

to men. So King’s College London has

the audit market by Sir Donald Brydon.

established a Women’s Entrepreneurs

AB talks exclusively to Brydon about

Institute to create a safe space to

his 64 recommendations and shares his

nurture the particular needs of female

insights into how he approached his

entrepreneurial talent. See page 23.

review. We get reactions from the Big

Our main interview this month is

Four, investors and ACCA (‘the devil is

with Cherise Ige FCCA, who has been

in the detail’ never rang more true), on

an ambassador for Women in Africa

page 42. And Robert Bruce lends his

since 2017, supporting African women

wisdom in his column on page 16.

AB

entrepreneurs, and helping them find
funding, encouraging cross-country

Jo Malvern, editor

dialogue and providing mentorship.

joanna.malvern@accaglobal.com
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Talking Heads by Viktor
Vicsek is among the
installations featured at
the first Light Festival
at Battersea Power
Station’s Circus West
Village. The riverside
development aims to
become a new cultural
district for London.

The Elvis Express
transported
impersonators and
fans to the 2020 Parkes
Elvis Festival, held near
Sydney, Australia. The
annual event attracts
25,000 visitors and in 2019
pumped A$12m into the
local economy.

Louis Vuitton has bought
the world’s second largest
rough diamond. The
luxury French fashion
house, which has not
disclosed how much it
paid for the 1,758-carat
‘Sewelo’ diamond, has
moved into the high-end
jewellery market.

Saracens have accepted
relegation and
apologised for breaching
the players’ payment
cap three years running.
Mocked by rival fans, the
Premiership Rugby club’s
past financial accounts
will no longer be subject
to further scrutiny.
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News in brief
This edition’s stories and infographics from around the globe, as well as a look
at the latest developments and issues affecting the finance profession
Audit to be redefined

preventing and detecting

scope of the audit should

improve reporting, their

The Brydon review has

fraud; auditing should

be expanded to include

impact has not yet been

concluded that the

become its own discrete

alternative performance

felt. FRC chief executive Jon

purpose of audit needs

profession rather than an

measures and other material

Thompson said: ‘While there

to be redefined. The new

adjunct to accounting, to

disclosures. See page 42

are examples of high-quality

definition should be for the

be overseen by the Audit,

for details and exclusive

governance reporting from

auditor to ‘help establish

Reporting and Governance

comments from Sir Donald

early adopters, looking

and maintain deserved

Authority (Arga); audit should

Brydon, and page 16 for

ahead we expect to see

confidence’ in a company

be a standing item at AGMs

further comment.

much greater insight into

and its directors. Among

to permit questioning of the

the other recommendations

auditor; the profitability of

FRC probes extended

outcomes reporting on a

were that auditors should

the auditor’s work should

The FRC has provided

range of key issues from

play a prominent role in

be published; and the

updates on its investigations

diversity to climate change.’

into the audits of collapsed

He criticised ‘box ticking’

businesses Carillion and

conformity to the code.

governance practices and

Thomas Cook. While the
investigation into KPMG’s

IR35 under review

audit of Carillion is ‘well

The Treasury has launched a

advanced’, the FRC said ‘the

review of the reforms to IR35

scale and complexity of this

off-payroll rules scheduled

case is exceptional’. It is also

to come into effect in April.

investigating the conduct of

It will consider whether the

former Carillion group FDs

new rules place an unfair

Richard Adam and Zafar

burden on employers and

Khan. If the investigation

whether additional measures

leads to disciplinary action,

are needed to protect the

the findings will not be

genuinely self-employed.

released until that has been

The government is to launch

completed. The investigation

a separate review to explore

Senior representatives from ACCA were in Davos at the

into Thomas Cook has been

how it can better support the

World Economic Forum (WEF) in January, contributing to

extended to consider EY’s

self-employed.

thought leadership on sustainability and global trade. Sajjeed

audit for the 2017 year as

Aslam, ACCA’s head of Pakistan, delivered a number of talks

well as the 2018 year.

Climate risk dominated
debate at the 2020 World
Economic Forum in Davos.

ACCA goes to Davos

at various side events, addressing Pakistan’s potential for

8

Loan charge recast
The loan charge is to be

becoming a hub of global outsourcing, while also sharing

Box ticking criticised

reformed, the government

insights into China’s Belt and Road initiative. At the main

Companies need to improve

has announced in its

forum, Council member Ayla Majid FCCA moderated a panel

their governance practices

response to a review by

discussion on environmental risks titled ‘How to Save the

and reporting, an FRC report

former comptroller and

Planet’, featuring contributions from global leaders. Majid is

has concluded. It found that

auditor general Amyas

part of WEF’s Global Future Council on Energy and has written

while changes to the 2018

Morse. The changes

extensively on the future of energy.

UK corporate governance

mean the loan charge will

code are expected to

apply only to outstanding
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loans made on or after

Alumni on top

9 December 2010; it will not

Most chairs of FTSE 100

Ethical downturn

apply to outstanding loans

audit committees are former

The British public took a dimmer view of the ethical behaviour

made in any tax years before

partners in Big Four firms,

of businesses in 2019 than in 2018, with 57% in 2019 (down

6 April 2016 where HMRC

Accountancy Daily’s latest

from 62% in 2018) saying they believe British businesses

failed to act on information

annual Big Four alumni

behave ethically. The shift in attitude was most marked among

that had been fully disclosed

survey has revealed. Former

the 18–34 age group, with 33% thinking businesses acted

to it about the loans. The

Big Four partners also hold

unethically, compared with 25% in 2018. The biggest ethical

outstanding loan balance can

most of the FTSE 100 CFO

issues reported are shown below.

be spread across three tax

positions. PwC alumni hold

years, and HMRC will refund

almost a third of the CFO

any voluntary payments that

positions and 20 audit

have already been made.

committee chairs. Fourteen
FTSE 100 companies are

Grant Thornton fined

audited by the former firm of

Grant Thornton has

their audit committee chair.

been fined £650,000 –

29%

Executive pay

33%

28%

reduced to £422,500 for

£5bn in fraud fines

co-operation – over its

HMRC’s Fraud Investigation

audit of an undisclosed

Service generated around

listed company. The audit

£5bn in fines and seizures

Source: Institute of Business Ethics’ Attitudes of the British

partner involved, who was

last year. Its investigations

Public to Business Ethics survey

fined £20,000, discounted

led to the conviction of more

to £13,000, has not been

than 600 individuals for tax

named. The penalties were

crimes. A London money

were Bowleven, Carey

from 2012 to 2016, is now

imposed because the audit

service was fined £7.8m for

Group, DFS Furniture, Egdon

vice chair of the Kingston

report breached regulatory

breaching money laundering

Resources, Genesis Emerging

University board and an

requirements on the work

regulations, and HMRC

Markets, Laird and the City

adviser, board member and

done in relation to the

helped recover several

of London Investment Trust.

mentor to organisations and

company’s principal assets,

million pounds’ worth of

Only some of the reviews

individuals ‘who want to

which had been flagged as

untaxed tobacco products

resulted in substantive

make positive change’.

an area of significant risk.

linked to paramilitary gangs

questioning of boards.

Tax avoidance

Environmental
responsibility

in Northern Ireland. Other

The FRC takes a risk-based

RSM mistaken

The 100-year gap

successes included the

approach to its selection of

Global gender equality will

RSM UK, formerly the UK firm

jailing of fraudsters running a

accounts to be reviewed.

take probably a century to

of Baker Tilly, has admitted

£60m tax avoidance scheme

making claims-provisioning

and a Berkshire gang who

Pair honoured

Forum has predicted. Its

errors in past financial

made £34m via VAT fraud

The 2020 new year’s honours

index considers women’s

statements. The 2019

and laundered £87m from

list includes a knighthood

position in society based on

financial statements included

illicit alcohol sales.

for Sage co-founder Graham

economic participation and

Wylie for services to business

opportunity, educational

a prior-year restatement.

achieve, the World Economic

Changes have since been

FRC reviews reports

and charity. Paul Cleal was

attainment, health and

made to RSM UK’s senior

Wetherspoons and

awarded an OBE for services

survival, and political

management team: Jez

JPMorgan Emerging Markets

to diversity and inclusion.

empowerment. It puts the

Filley is acting CEO until a

Investment Trust were among

Cleal, a former PwC

current gender gap – which

permanent appointment is

the listed companies whose

international development

has narrowed in two-thirds

made, Andrew Westbrook is

reports and accounts were

partner and commissioner

of countries in the index – at

acting CFO and Jill Jones is

reviewed last year by the

for the social mobility and

68.6%. The widest gaps are

acting COO.

FRC. The other companies

child poverty commission

in political empowerment
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(24.7%) and economic

Asia Pacific, where revenues

Mazars’ revenues in the

government Technical

participation (57.8%); women

increased 9.3%. The

year ending August grew by

Advisory and Forensic

are catching up with men

Americas revenues grew

10.4%, to €1.8bn.

Knowledge Network,

in terms of educational

by 6.6%. Europe, Middle

attainment (96.1%) and in

East and Africa revenues

PO’s IT in the wrong

‘grit and determination’ –

health and survival (95.7%).

grew by 4.7%. Advisory was

Sub-postmasters have

qualities that brought her

the strongest-performing

succeeded in their legal

into a ground-breaking

Firms grow

activity, up 7.9%. Meanwhile

action against the Post

anti-fraud pilot between

KPMG has reported global

the global BDO network

Office, arguing that flawed

Companies House, HMRC

revenue growth of 6.2%,

grew revenues by 10.1%, to

IT systems were responsible

and the Insolvency Service.

taking total revenues to

US$9.6bn in the year ending

for financial reporting errors.

The results from the pilot

nearly US$30bn for the year

September. Revenues in the

A High Court judge ruled

included uncovering

ending September 2019.

Europe, Middle East and

that the Horizon accounting

£100m of tax abuse and

The strongest growth was in

Africa region rose by 12.9%.

system was not ‘remotely

32,000 companies involved

robust’. The Post Office

in improper accounting

reached a £58m settlement

practices. This has all helped

with its sub-postmaster

to improve the integrity

franchisees over the Fujitsu-

of the public register of

supplied system. The

company accounts.

was commended for her

judgment paves the way
for the repeal of a series of

New Council board

fraud convictions against the

ACCA has announced a

franchisees. A spokesman for

new Council board, which

Fujitsu said: ‘Fujitsu was not

comprises the president,

a party to the litigation, but

deputy president and vice

we take this judgment very

president of ACCA, three

seriously and will review the

members of Council, two

findings in detail.’

non-Council appointees and
the ACCA chief executive. It

Rise of the portfolio career

Rupp for CA ANZ

will meet six times a year and

A fifth (22%) of finance professionals are opting for multiple

Peter Rupp has been

will be responsible for the

jobs and the flexibility of temporary contracts to improve their

appointed president of

oversight of performance in

CVs and solidify future career opportunities, according to

ACCA’s strategic alliance

delivering the organisation’s

research from Reed Specialist Recruitment. The survey of 5,000

partner CA ANZ for 2020.

strategy, reporting to

UK employees, which included responses from 500 people

He is an audit partner at

Council. ‘As a global,

from the finance, accountancy and banking sectors, also found

Deloitte based in Perth and

growing and successful

that 12% had taken four or more temporary jobs within the

has worked across Australia,

organisation, these

sector – the highest percentage across all industries.

New Zealand and the UK. He

developments are all about

succeeds Stephen Walker.

modernising our governance
structure,’ said president

Reasons cited for taking on multiple jobs
Valuable work experience for CV

38%

Access to a variety of work

38%

Better work-life balance

33%

The chance to try new challenges
The ability to see family more
An increased hourly rate

29%
27%

26%

Crimefighter wins

Jenny Gu. ‘The overall

Claire Jenkins FCCA,

objective of our governance

forensic accountant at

remains steadfast – to ensure

Companies House, has

that ACCA continues to

been named Outstanding

deliver the objectives stated

Female Professional at the

in our royal charter: to act in

Tackling Economic Crime

the public interest.’

Awards. Jenkins, who
is involved in the cross-

10
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Rebalancing act
Driven by the desire for a more inclusive capitalism, the proportion of women on boards
is on the rise, although progress globally is patchy, according to a recent Deloitte survey
2018

On the up

2016

According to the sixth edition of Deloitte’s Women in the boardroom, which
analysed over 8,600 companies globally, the number of women holding board
seats around the world has gone up in the past year by 1.9%, as has the

Finance leads the way

number of women in board chair positions, by 1.5%.

There are nearly three times as many
women in CFO roles as CEO roles.

Women on boards

CEOs
3.9%
15.0%
16.9%

3.8%
5.3%

10,856

4.4%

CFOs
Board seats
held by women

Board chairs
who are women

Total number of
women on boards

12.7%

Committee variance

Top performers

Of all board committees, women were best represented on

The retail sector had the highest proportion of female

risk committees and worst represented on compensation

board members. Across all sectors, the country with the

and nominating committees.

highest percentage of women on boards was Norway
(41%); the lowest was Qatar (0.6%).

Women board committee presence
23.8%
19.8%

17.5%

17.5%
16.6%
19.4%

15.2%
17.9%

15.1%
17.6%

Consumer
business

Life science
and healthcare

Financial
services

More information
Risk

17.7%

Governance

Audit

18.5%

21.4%
19.9%

Compensation

20.7%

Nominating

21.1%

Top industries with the highest percentage
of women on boards

You can find more details of Deloitte’s report, entitled
Women in the boardroom: a global perspective,
at bit.ly/WiB-global.
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Wooed by the Pru
For Cherise Ige FCCA, the Jamaican-born, UK-educated CFO of Prudential Life
Insurance Ghana and an ambassador for Women in Africa, life is all about opportunity

P

Investment, Loan and Assurance

2016–present

protection for the policyholder – aimed at

Association in London in 1848. By 1914,

CFO, Prudential Life

the better-off, who may be saving to buy

one in three UK households had a policy

Insurance Ghana

a home or finance university education for

rudential has been one of the
foremost brands in insurance since

i

Prudential Life Ghana now has more than

CV

500,000 customers. Its products include
a wealth plan that offers investment and

it was founded as the Prudential

their children. It includes life and serious

with the Pru and the company began to
look outside the UK for new business

2011–16

injury cover, and premiums and interest are

opportunities. Its forays abroad began in

Various roles at Prudential

repaid if the policyholder completes the

India in 1923, and it subsequently moved

including Asia financial

term of the policy without making a claim.

into the US and Asia Pacific.

controller and group

In 2013, Prudential announced that it was

Establishing the business, though,
has been about much more than selling

reporting accountant

insurance. Until recently, Ghana has

opening for business in Africa for the first
time. It declared: ‘Today, Asia is good news

2008–11

effectively had no cultural convention

for all of us. Tomorrow, Africa will be good

Group reporting accountant

of insurance – and virtually no actuarial

news for all of us. The 22nd century will

and subsequently

profession.

be the African century.’ For Prudential, the

restructuring finance project

potential was clear – more than 1.2 billion

lead, Tate & Lyle, UK

‘When we arrived in Ghana there were
only a small number of actuaries in the
entire country,’ Ige says. ‘We needed to

people live on the African continent and
at that time less than 1% of them had life

2004–11

tackle this in order to improve insurance

insurance cover.

Contract roles in a range of

penetration nationally.’
The company has set up a programme

industries, UK

Into Africa

that supports top actuarial science students

Soon afterwards, Prudential bought the

2008

at three universities in Ghana with grants

Ghanaian insurer Express Life from the

Qualified with ACCA

for books and examination fees, and
apprenticeships for the best (almost 100

specialist microfinance fund LeapFrog

students have benefited so far). It has also

Investments. At the time of the acquisition
Express Life had around 16,000 health and life policies on

set about educating the population about the benefits of

its books, with some customers paying as little as 70 cents

various forms of insurance.

a month. According to Swiss Re, life insurance premiums in

‘We need to educate the market – make people aware of

Ghana amounted to US$171m in 2011, representing just 0.5%

the value of insurance,’ Ige says. ‘People don’t necessarily

of the country’s GDP.

understand why they need it. Of all insurance products, life

For Prudential, though, the potential of a market serving the

insurance is the easiest to explain.’

protection needs of an expanding middle class in one of the
fastest-growing regions in the world was – and is – clear to see.

Global issues

Cherise Ige FCCA, the Jamaican-born, UK-educated CFO of

Ige’s path to CFO at a relatively young age has been the

Prudential Life Insurance Ghana since 2016, says: ‘Investment

culmination of a lot of hard work and dedication. She moved

in the continent is constant, and there is a fast-growing middle

to the UK from her native Jamaica to study for a degree in

class here. We are doing well and we are keeping other

accounting with law. She says she developed an ‘intense focus’

insurers in Ghana on their toes. We are the fifth largest insurer

on accountancy after a school careers day in Jamaica. ‘When I

in the country now and the scope for growth is enormous. If

was in 11th grade, a man came in to talk to us about becoming

you have the opportunity, Ghana is where you need to be.’

an accountant. He seemed sophisticated and well dressed,
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and said, if you want to be wealthy, be an accountant,’ she
recalls, laughing. ‘That was it for me. Until that point I had little
interest in the profession. That man should be proud because
someone heard what he was saying!’
After finishing her UK degree she qualified with a small firm.
‘ACCA was the only qualification I had come across in Jamaica,
but I did look at the others,’ she says. ‘I chose ACCA because
I wanted to study a variety of subjects, and it has helped me
tremendously. As soon as I qualified, I got a pay rise and the
job market opened up. It has given me a wider perspective.’
Her first role after university was an
accounts payable role with a fashion
and retouching company. ‘It was a
very small company and I was keen
to experience a growing business,
so after a couple of years I moved
into contract work, mainly in financial
services, telecoms and startups.’
An avid netball player in Jamaica,
she pursued the sport in London,
too, playing at local club and county
level before being selected for the
England indoor team. ‘Netball is
a real love of mine,’ she says. ‘If I

‘I’m up for anything
that helps women
achieve what they
can and need
to achieve’

hadn’t become an accountant, I
would be playing netball, I’m sure.’
After qualifying with ACCA in 2008 she joined Tate & Lyle as
a group reporting accountant, initially as a junior but quickly
moving into a management reporting role. ‘I was then asked to
lead the financial segment of a project team restructuring the
entire reporting function, which was an opportunity that came
at exactly the right time for me,’ she says. ‘Tate & Lyle, like
Prudential, has a lot of business units, and we were switching
from reporting on an entity and regional level to reporting
by product line. I got to really learn about the company and
worked with a lot of people around the world.’
After her experience at Tate & Lyle, she was reluctant to
return to a group reporting role. ‘The directors talked to me
about a financial controller role in Australia, but I wasn’t able
to leave the UK at the time,’ she says.
Ige heads up a team of nine in the finance function in Accra.

Travelling bug

‘When you are growing so quickly there is always a lot to be

She joined Prudential in 2011 to help it implement Hyperion

done, and you have to be able to adapt quickly,’ she says.

software. ‘After about four years I got an itch to work abroad

One of the top priorities so far has been making sure that

and was planning to look for something in Hong Kong or

the customer experience is as good as it can be. ‘We want to

the Cayman Islands, but then this role came up,’ she says.

make it easy to pay our customers’ claims so we can build trust

‘Everyone was very welcoming in Accra. Cultural differences

in the insurance market,’ she explains.

are very easily managed, and there is huge scope for growth
across the board. It has really exceeded my expectations.’
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Budgeting is another priority. ‘A lot of local suppliers charge
in US dollars, so we have to be extra vigilant when planning
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Basics

2014
Prudential Life Insurance
Ghana launched

51%
The stake acquired by
Prudential in leading life
insurer Group Beneficial,
operating in West and
Central Africa, enabling the
company to enter Cameroon,
Côte d’Ivoire and Togo

400 million
Total population of African
markets in which Prudential
now operates

as we have to consider the foreign exchange element. The

entrepreneurs. ‘We support and encourage women, help them

budgeting process is very rigorous and the finance function is

with finding funding, encourage cross-country dialogue and

responsible for signing off its delivery.’

provide mentorship,’ she explains. ‘I’m up for anything that

While the company has an excellent record on gender
diversity – Ige is one of five women on the eight-strong senior

helps women achieve what they can and need to achieve.’
Her own career, in sport and business, shows what can

executive team – she is acutely aware that women in business,

be achieved with the right focus. ‘The world is full of

particularly in Africa, struggle to reach their full potential.

opportunities,’ she says. ‘You just need to grab them.’

AB

Since 2017 she has acted as an ambassador for Women
in Africa, which supports and promotes African women

Liz Fisher, journalist
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Common sense at last
The publication of Brydon’s review of audit highlights the sector’s foot-dragging in
reforming itself and offers some blindingly obvious changes, says Robert Bruce
Order in audit

Unlike many of the recent reports

Listen to more of Robert Bruce’s
musings on the Brydon review, at
accaglobal.com/ab/podcasts

on the accounting and auditing
professions, Sir Donald Brydon’s
Independent Review into the Quality
and Effectiveness of Audit (see also
page 42) is refreshingly free of hidden

the audit committee chair and the

or predisposed agendas.

statutory auditor are questioned by the

Quite the opposite. There is a strong

shareholders? And how about ensuring

sense of deep frustration at the long

that auditors report in a detailed

history of people claiming to deal with

fashion on whether the directors of the

obvious problems and nothing much

company have produced an annual

being done. It seems to have spurred

report that is, as the law says it should

Brydon on to produce 64 blindingly

be, ‘fair, balanced and understandable’.

obvious, common-sense proposals.

Brydon found no evidence that any

Surely we can’t still be arguing, as our

auditors had ever done this.

grandparents’ generation was, about
the idea of an expectations gap? It is

The comfort blanket

‘a distraction – either audit is helping

The problem Brydon is really worrying

to reinforce deserved confidence in

away at is a familiar one. Years ago the

business or it is not’, he says. ‘What is

UK took its cue from a business culture

required is better audit delivered by

dominated by accountants. That used to

professionals in a more understandable

emphasise thought, rather than a mass

framework.’ For example, why are all the

of rules. But the tougher life became,

ancient hobby horses, such as the case

the more auditors found it comforting

for prudence, being resurrected and

to take refuge in rules. In the US, where

given the runaround yet again? Why is

business culture is lawyer-dominated,

all the debate so familiar and circular?

this has always been the case, hence

Brydon sweeps all the old tosh away.

the gargantuan bureaucracy of the

For example, why not ‘require the audit

Sarbanes-Oxley regulations.

fees to be shown on the face of the

So it is refreshing to find Brydon

profit and loss account as being struck,

reminding auditors of the need to

like the dividend, after the reporting of
post-incentive compensation profit’?
And why should the power to negotiate
the fees not be delegated to the audit
committee chair? And should the fee
not be set by an independent team
rather than being negotiated by the
partner leading the audit who is, by his
involvement, conflicted?
And while we’re are at it, why not have

use their knowledge and experience

The audit
profession could
have done this
years ago but
instead it has just
sat there like a
Christmas pudding

a standing item in AGM agendas where

16

of a client. He looks at the duties of
directors to comply with section 172
of the Companies Act to operate
their company in the interests of
stakeholders. And he invents the
useful concept of ‘observed reality’ to
ensure that auditors think. ‘The audit
report should include a new section
in which the auditor states whether
the company’s section 172 statement
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is based on observed reality, on the

thoroughly’. ‘It does call into question

ago. But instead it has sat there like

basis of the auditor’s knowledge of

whether the reporting of auditor

a Christmas pudding, immobile and

the company and its processes.’ This

judgement and skepticism is being

rich, occasionally setting fire to its

is another example of Brydon hacking

carefully considered,’ he says.

holly to distract its critics. And now its

away at the arcane discussions that

The whole of Brydon’s report teems

comeuppance is nigh. Or, as Sir Andrew

have encrusted the audit world with

with sensible proposals that cut

Likierman, professor of management

processes and regulation.

through all the old arguments. He even

practice at London Business School,

suggests there should be two separate

puts it in his comments to the review:

audit itself; he just wants more to be

professions: accounting and auditing.

‘Why would any stakeholder, and

made of it. Currently he thinks it too

His view is logical: ‘Auditing is not the

particularly auditors themselves,

producer-led. And other business

same as accounting, and in the years

not wish to improve the quality of

participants don’t help. He found

ahead, it will encompass even more.’

professional judgement?’

Not that he doesn’t value the

AB

himself ‘underwhelmed’ by discussions

Like so many ideas in the report,

with portfolio managers of whom ‘few

the profession itself could have done

Robert Bruce is an accountancy

appeared to read the audit report

all this, implemented all this, years

commentator and journalist.
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Bringing order
The IASB’s project on presentation and disclosure is welcome for its aim of tightening
up some of the behaviour on display in the primary financial statements, says Jane Fuller
In the wake of the 2008 financial crisis,

reforms designed to promote more

the International Accounting Standards

robust challenge of management,

Board (IASB) focused on the reform

this should help restore some

of banks and insurers, with balance

discipline to the mess of adjustments

sheet numbers to the fore. Meanwhile,

that has annoyed many users of

managers of non-financial companies

financial statements.
But there are potential loopholes.

made hay with the income statement.
Some discipline was restored with IFRS

Why, for instance, would an assessment

15 on revenue recognition. At last it is

of whether or not an item is unusual

the turn of profits.

only be forward-looking? To determine

With the deceptively dull title General

‘predictive value’, a user of accounts will

Presentation and Disclosures, the

also look at past form. And be careful

IASB’s recently published exposure

about allowing something to be called

draft defines operating profit, and tries

unusual based on the amount. Volatility

to bring order to the use and abuse

is a regular part of business life, even if

of ‘unusual items’ and ‘management

it does muck up the spreadsheets.

performance measures’ (see also page

Overall it is not clear how comparable

62). Once finalised, the new standard

the operating profit number on the

will replace IAS 1, Presentation of

face of the income statement will be.

Financial Statements.

This is partly because it includes a

Bearing in mind the importance of

mixture of operating expenses and

operating profit in analysis of company

remeasurements, and partly because

performance, notably profit margins, it

the option remains to break down

seems odd that the definition focuses

costs by function or nature. The push

on what it is not. As the ‘default’

towards more granularity on the nature

subtotal, it excludes investing, such as

of expenses – in the notes if not on the

income from stakes in other entities;

face – is welcome.

financing; and tax.

So, more than ever, it will be essential

Most important is what is not

for users of accounts to delve into the

excluded, namely the common
adjustments that managements
make, claiming that they are nonrecurring, lumpy or ‘paper’ changes
in asset values. There will be a ban
on columns in financial statements
that separate these out and, as is
already best practice, non-standard
performance measures must be
reconciled to IFRS numbers.
Because the breakdowns will be
in the notes to the accounts, they

notes to find out why company A did

Why would an
assessment of
whether an item
is unusual only be
forward-looking?
Users of accounts
also need to look at
past form

will be audited. Taken with audit

18

better than company B. Whether the
user is a retail or institutional investor,
a sector analyst or an automated stock
screen, the cleaner and clearer the
dataset, the better.
The consultation runs until 30 June
2020. (See also ‘Technical update’
on page 62.)

AB

Jane Fuller is a fellow of CFA Society of
the UK and co-director of the Centre for
the Study of Financial Innovation.
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Lessons from Rwanda
The venue for the second Africa Members Convention epitomises how reconstruction,
aspiration and civic engagement can pay off, says ACCA president Jenny Gu FCCA
This article is a story of three numbers:
33, 99 and 840. It features one
continent, Africa, and one astonishing
nation, Rwanda, where I spent an
inspiring few days at the end of 2019.
The 99 came to my mind while I was
in the country for our second Africa
Members Convention, as that was the
number of days the mass slaughter of
Tutsi went on for in Rwanda in 1994. For
the people who lived through it, it must
have seemed like the end of the world.
But roll on a generation, and although
the memories remain, a new Rwanda
has emerged as a beacon of hope for
Africa. That’s why the now peaceful
capital, Kigali, was the perfect venue for
840 ACCA members to gather from 33
nations across Africa – from South Africa
in the south, Ethiopia in the east, Sierra
Leone in the west, Sudan in the north,
and all points in between.
It was an awe-inspiring display that
showed the determination of our
people to develop the next generation
of finance professionals and play a full
part in the rise of Africa as an economic

stories of people who had come to

in accountancy, or by simply sharing a

power. It was so uplifting to hear the

share their dreams and show their faith

social media post. Not only does all this

in our ability to fill a leading role in

activity help to raise your professional

making Africa a better place, and the

body’s profile, it also helps to build your

world a better planet.

own in the process.

It was uplifting to
hear the stories of
people showing
their faith in
ACCA’s ability to
fill a leading role
in making Africa
a better place

I took one clear message away

There are so many ways we can serve,

from the event: we can all do more

and it’s important that we do what

to raise our voices as advocates for

we can to protect the public interest,

ACCA – whether that means going to

defend ethical integrity and promote

a conference, contributing in public

ACCA as a force for good in whatever

forums, building local networks,

way we can. It is that kind of civic

speaking on ACCA’s behalf at

devotion that can turn a nation away

community events, recommending an

from the dark and towards the light.

AB

AB article or professional insights report,
holding informal conversations with

Jenny Gu FCCA is chief executive officer

friends or family who express an interest

at Richemont China.
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Urban smarts
As the world’s population grows and urbanises, the sustainability challenges for cities
are mounting. Tech-based solutions are emerging, but reality lags behind the hype

C

armaker Toyota chose the first week of the new

efficient and livable,’ says Richard Ezike, senior policy associate

decade to unveil its plan to build a smart city in

at the Urban Institute. ‘It’s less common to read about these

Japan. Its Woven City project will span 700,000

pilots being scaled at a widespread level across cities.’ The

square metres, ultimately house 2,000 people, and test

application of tech to urban spaces is going to require far

all sorts of pioneering technologies – from robotics and

more investment over the coming decade, as well as steps to

intelligent devices in homes to driverless vehicles.

allay cybersecurity and privacy concerns.

Impressive as the project sounds, Toyota’s ‘living laboratory’

20

The initial impetus for applying technology to urban spaces

embodies one of the main criticisms of the smart city

came from large tech companies around the time of the 2008

movement. ‘Every week you can read about fascinating and

financial crisis. The timing was no coincidence, says Boyd

innovative ways cities are using technology to become more

Cohen, former dean of research at EADA Business School in
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Spain and chief executive of smart mobility startup IoMob.

can save lives, prevent crime and reduce the disease burden,’

‘Big tech vendors like IBM and Cisco came up with the concept

the McKinsey team concluded. ‘They can save time, reduce

at a time when companies were cutting back on investment

waste and even help boost social connectedness. When cities

spending due to the recession and financial turmoil,’ he

function more efficiently, they also become more productive

explains. ‘The pitch to mayors was that technology could boost

places to do business.’

efficiency, save money and make their cities better places to

Harnessing such benefits is becoming more important as city

live.’ The idea took off and enthusiasm spread to progressive

populations swell. At present 55% of the world’s population

city officials and more recently to citizens themselves.

lives in urban areas. This is expected to rise to 68% by 2050 –

The IMD 2019 Smart City Index ranks the world’s 10 smartest

an extra 2.5 billion people. ‘That magnifies the challenges of

cities as Singapore, Zurich, Oslo, Geneva, Copenhagen,

transport, air quality, healthcare and other issues,’ says Hisham

Auckland, Taipei City, Helsinki, Bilbao and Dusseldorf. The

Elkadi, dean of architecture and the built environment at the

index focuses on citizens’ perception of the scope and impact

University of Salford in the UK, who has been closely involved

of efforts to make their cities smart, balancing ‘economic and

in developing smart city projects. ‘The ecological challenges

technological aspects’ with ‘humane dimensions’.

are particularly pressing and mean that successful cities need

The potential benefits of implementing smart technologies

to be flexible in adapting.’

are wide ranging, and are summarised in six main areas in
Cohen’s ‘smart city wheel’ framework:

Who foots the bill?

1. Smart mobility can encompass technologies that make

The most obvious challenge is funding. ‘Implementing smart

travel more efficient, often by using city data to integrate

city technologies can be very costly,’ says the Urban Institute’s

ride-sharing apps with public transport or monitoring

Ezike. ‘It can be a challenge for cities to get the resources to

traffic flows to reduce wait-times for motorists at red lights.

roll out big tech projects.’

2. Smart government can harness technology to ensure

One financial solution is to shift the implementation cost

more public services are accessible online and municipal

to the technology providers. For example, providers of smart

information is available to businesses that can make cities

building systems – which save energy and money by controlling

better places to live. The technology can also feed back into

the heating, lighting and ventilation – could bear the expense

better public policies, by providing officials with more data.

of installing their technology in return for a percentage of the

3. Smart environmental initiatives could improve the energy

resulting cost savings. ‘That way, the city doesn’t face a major

efficiency of buildings and waste disposal.

upfront cost for technology and starts making cost savings right

4. Smart people technology can improve education
opportunities and create a more inclusive society.
5. Smart living focuses on improvements to public health and

away,’ says Cohen. ‘Meanwhile the energy services companies
get a reliable stream of revenue for years ahead.’
A similar model has been tried in some cities with smart

safety. Wearable devices, for example, could spot health

parking meters, which let drivers book city parking spots

problems earlier to ensure better treatment at lower cost.

in advance, with the price varying according to demand. In

6. Smart economy aims to improve productivity and increase

exchange for free installation, city governments can offer the

job opportunities.

providers a share of the revenue.

In each of these areas, the gains

Beyond funding, smart city

to citizens and taxpayers can be
significant. A recent report by
McKinsey Global Institute found
that they could improve some
city quality-of-life indicators by
10%–30%. Most notably McKinsey
calculated that smart tools could
accelerate emergency response
times by 20%–35%, shave the
average commute by 15%–20%,
lower the disease burden by
8%–15%, and cut greenhouse gas
emissions by 10%–15%. ‘These tools

projects raise three main concerns:

‘Smart tools can
save time and
reduce waste. When
cities function more
efficiently, they
also become more
productive places to
do business’

cybersecurity, inequality and privacy.
First, as cities become more reliant
on smart devices, the potential of
hackers to cause chaos and even
loss of life also increases. ‘Clearly,
cybersecurity must be a priority at
the inception of all projects,’ says
Ezike. ‘Cities can’t risk having hackers
snarl city traffic or harness self-driving
vehicles as weapons.’
Second, cities will need to strike
a balance between collecting
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Top-down and bottom-up
Smart cities use data and internet technologies to solve
the mounting economic, social and environmental issues
facing cities. The sheer range of technologies that can be
incorporated – everything from expensive hardware (control
centres, smart grids, autonomous vehicles) to much cheaper
mobile apps, online platforms and environmental sensors –
makes for a broad spectrum of smart city definitions.
Top-down definitions focus on integrating data from
internet-connected systems into a central operations centre,
while bottom-up definitions focus on social media, apps and
open data that let citizens solve issues that matter to them.
The archetypal smart city application is the autonomous
vehicle, which communicates with parking meters and charging
docks to direct the driver to the nearest available spot.
Among the many other applications are utility metering, traffic
management, preventive maintenance and green buildings.

information for the public benefit and infringing the privacy
of citizens. ‘Big Brother concerns have been raised, especially
where cities are deploying cameras, artificial intelligence and
predictive policing to avert crime,’ says Cohen. It’s a worry
that dates back to early smart city projects, such as Rio de
Janeiro’s IBM-developed operations centre, which can monitor
everything from weather, traffic, waste collection, electricity,
water and gas to disease outbreaks and emergency situations.
The use of facial recognition technology has also provoked
criticism for its role in the surveillance of civil populations.
Third, Urban Institute scholars and others have expressed
concern that the benefits of smart cities could be unequally
distributed. Citizens with low incomes may struggle to afford
the devices and data coverage that would enable them to take
advantage of smart city services. The Argentine town of Tigre,
just north of Buenos Aires, sought to address this issue by
subsidising smartphones and giving them away free to citizens
who couldn’t otherwise afford them.
Such challenges highlight the need for technology to be
intelligently and prudently deployed, says Cohen. ‘If these
drawbacks can be managed, smart city initiatives have the
potential to significantly improve the quality of life in cities
around the world,’ he argues. ‘Being a smart city, for me,
involves a mindset of constant improvement, a journey
that never ends. Cities can’t just rest on their previous
achievements but need to keep evolving. They need to be
constantly innovating.’
Four of the smartest cities on the planet: (from top)
Singapore, Copenhagen, Zurich and Taipei City.

22
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Dijana Suljovic, journalist
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Come on up
Rachel Stockey explains how King’s College London is helping women to succeed as
entrepreneurs by offering them the crucial support of networks and mentors

I

t is widely acknowledged that there is still a long way

Devonshire says the Women Entrepreneurs

to go in realising equality of opportunity and pay for

programme aims to give women the skills, advice
and networks that will make their investment

men and women, particularly for entrepreneurs.

opportunities more equal to the outcomes

According to the Rose review of female

of those from male-led ventures. She adds:

entrepreneurship, commissioned by the UK
government, women typically have a higher risk

‘Our passion stems from the inspirational and

awareness than men and are more cautious about

creative women entrepreneurs of today and

starting or scaling a business – less willing to risk their

tomorrow and, until we achieve gender parity,

livelihood on an uncertain venture. They are also less likely

it will remain our mission. We aim to become

to believe they have entrepreneurial skills: 39% of females

the first university accelerator to reach gender
parity, sustainably, getting there each year by

in the UK say they are confident in their capabilities to

building a reputation, a pipeline, a brand,

start a business, compared with 55% of men.

championing alumni, and more.’

There are many social, economic and personal factors

AB

that account for these statistics, including social gender
roles and biases to access to finance (only 1% of all

Rachel Stockey is head of entrepreneurial skills

venture funding in the UK goes to businesses founded by

at the UK university King’s College London.

all-female teams). The Rose review found that women are
less likely than men to know other entrepreneurs or have
access to sponsors, mentors or support networks. While 31%

King’s College programmes

of the women surveyed stressed the importance of networking

*

as a business skill (compared with 21% of men), only 30%

Women Entrepreneurs. This is a space for passionate
women to come together and discuss their emotional

already knew an entrepreneur (versus 38% of men). Traditional

journeys into entrepreneurship as well as the practical

networking methods are also a challenge, with a lack of

steps for getting their idea off the ground. The

professional networks seen as a particularly imposing barrier

initiative, supported by Santander Universities, offers

for newer female entrepreneurs.

a ‘retreat’ for 16 to 24-year-olds who attend school or
university or are employed. It aims to give women insight

Going through the gate

about idea validation and pitching so they can make a

In response, King’s College London’s Entrepreneurship Institute

solid application to the King’s20 Accelerator programme.

has started a programme to increase women’s exposure to

It arranges discussion events with industry leaders,

entrepreneurial skills, knowledge sharing and community

workshops, networking opportunities and mentoring,

building (see panel). The aim is to create a space where women

among other activities.

can try their hand at entrepreneurship, learn the skills they
need, and know there is a place for them and their ideas.
Institute director Julie Devonshire FCCA says ‘imposter

*

King’s20 Accelerator. This year-long programme supports
the 20 brightest venturers from King’s College – students,
staff and alumni – to reach their potential. This year’s

syndrome’ can be a problem. ‘Women sometimes judge their

cohort includes Aysha Ingar, whose Muslimah app makes it

ventures, ideas and endeavours more harshly than men do. As

easier for British Muslim women to fit life around their faith

women come to a “gate” on their entrepreneurial journeys,

by providing a female-friendly prayer room locator, Islamic

they sometimes don’t step through as readily as some of

period tracker and modest-fashion directories. Since the

their male counterparts. They can miss out on support from

King’s20 Accelerator was launched in 2016, its ventures

mentors, accelerator, networks and investors when actually

have raised more than £14m in investment and £11m in

their ideas are as valid as others and are destined to thrive.

revenue, and employ over 250 people.

Our job is to make sure all valid ideas pass through each gate.’
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Tech’s hidden hit
The undoubted business benefits that digital innovation brings should not blind
us to the equally real environmental and social costs that it can impose

S

o much of the coverage of digital developments over

environment. As Mats Engström, an analyst at Growth Analysis,

the past decade has been overwhelmingly positive.

pointed out, if we don’t know how to measure this, we won’t

Accountants, and business in general, have focused on

know the true cost of digital innovation.

how digital can help organisations operate more efficiently.
But do we really know the true cost of digital innovation?
Technology has become an inseparable part of the business

such as drones help farmers understand which crops or

ecosystem but, as experts discussed at an Accountancy

animals they need to visit and when, where to water and how

Europe event in Brussels late last year, it is hard to know its

much water to use. But the amount of data generated by

effects and to monitor them in a standardised way.

these technologies is enormous, and the cost of processing

Measuring the cost of innovation involves measuring not
just the cost to the maker but also to the user – and the

24

Precision agriculture is a good example. There are a number
of technologies that have revolutionised farming. Innovations

it all (for example, the environmental cost of cooling the
servers that handle the information) is currently unknown. It
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is possible that there will soon come a point where climbing

The EU, said Eleftheriadou, is expecting the cost of AI

into a pickup truck and driving to the field will have a shallower

to challenge social structures as we know them today. The

carbon footprint than using data-generating drones.

projections that the European Commission is working from

At a conference session devoted to the synergies

indicate a net negative incremental impact on labour and on

between technology and the environment, Martha Ivanovas,

GDP. That means there will have to be a significant shift in

government affairs manager EMEA at Dell Technologies,

thinking, she said. Some nations are already looking at options

said it was becoming hard to separate out the positives and

to reshape their economies by rolling out limited pilots of

negatives, and to understand where a holistic approach

universal basic income, which may help to shield citizens from

to calculating the environmental impact might start and

job losses engendered by advanced technologies.

end. ‘Manufacturing and transport are obviously part of the

But there are simpler, more present, challenges. The EU is

calculation,’ she said, ‘but what about understanding the cost

already having to tackle one of the most significant costs of

and impact of the product throughout its life cycle?’

digital innovation – namely its impact on competition between

Ivanovas gave the example of a Dell laptop – Dell currently

businesses. With the big four tech companies – Google,

has impressive recycling options for its laptops, and even sells

Amazon, Facebook and Apple – able to invest enormous

a range of laptops using recycled parts. ‘But if there’s a trade

sums into research and development, small and medium-sized

war, the recycling supply chain becomes really disrupted and

enterprises (SMEs) are finding it difficult to keep up.

the cost of that technology changes across the board,’ she
pointed out. ‘And from a regulatory perspective, where do you

‘While Google, Amazon, Facebook and Apple sell the
benefits of their work, they have also erected barriers to

focus your efforts? In the US, where

competition,’ said Sebastiano

we’re headquartered? In Europe? In

Toffaletti, secretary general of the

China, where the recycling happens?’

Digital SME Alliance. ‘If the best
outcome for SMEs is to be bought

Breaking the cycle

by them, we will all get poorer.’

The issue runs deeper than

Healthy competition, Toffaletti

quantifying what’s already going on.

argued, is essential for developing

‘We have 10 years to change the

the kind of digital technology that

business model of the world,’ said
Accountancy Europe chief executive
Olivier Boutellis-Taft. To illustrate
this, he cited phone manufacturers
and networks whose business model
is based on replacing handsets.

‘We have 10 years
to change the
business model
of the world’

‘Regulators and policymakers have
been slow to recognise the damage

meets needs without discriminating
and marginalising.

True understanding
Professional accountants have a
leading role to play in developing
a true understanding of the cost of
digital. As Aynsley Damery, CEO

of these models. We need to ask ourselves, do we need to

of cryptocurrency platform the Clarity Project, pointed out,

change the definition of success?’

they can use their expertise first of all to create the standards,

Even as the developed world has gone digital, the curve for

systems and processes to ensure that new technologies

GDP growth has continued to track the curve for the rise in

are delivering net positive products and services, and then

carbon emissions. ‘If we are serious about the cost of digital to

to develop the parameters and means of assuring these

our environment, we need to change this,’ said Boutellis-Taft.

technologies and their outputs so that the market can have

‘We need to change it in accounting terms and in economic

confidence that they are not damaging in the long term.

terms – how do we stop the curves from matching one
another, and make it more circular?’
A show of hands at the conference revealed that most

Boutellis-Taft agreed. Policymaking takes too long, he said,
and the industry should lead. But he also warned against
‘greenwashing’: ‘Good standards are complicated, and to

delegates were optimistic about the future of digital, although

develop them you need to draw on multidisciplinary expertise.

the question was put to the room before Dana Eleftheriadou,

We have to stop dividing the world between experts, business

head of advanced technologies and digital transformation at

and consumers. Everyone should have a say.’

AB

the European Commission, began her address on the impact
of artificial intelligence (AI) on the European Union.

Felicity Hawksley, journalist
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Out of the shadows
Cryptocurrencies are shaking off their reputations as cloaks for shady deals and
carving out roles in mainstream commercial applications, as Peter McBurney explains

T

January. Starting with just a handful of technical

The name game

enthusiasts (whose identities are still unknown), it

Although it is commonly believed that bitcoin transactions

has grown significantly in popularity since. Online investment

are anonymous, strictly speaking they are pseudonymous, as

resource Bitcoin Market Journal estimated there were 25

users interact with the platform via pseudonyms. Transactions

million users worldwide in 2019, holding around 32 million

on the bitcoin platform are all public, so the possession of

wallets (ie accounts) denominated in bitcoin. The price of one

particular bitcoin may be traced as its ownership changes.

bitcoin peaked in December 2017 at just over US$20,500.

Because, by various technical means, it may be possible for

he cryptocurrency bitcoin turned 11 years old in

The inventor or inventors of bitcoin made their software

governments and others to identify the real identities of

open source, which has meant that

bitcoin owners, some alternative cryptocurrencies have been

other enthusiasts can download that

developed to provide greater privacy. Monero, for example,

software and refine it to create their

mixes transactions together, which makes it much harder to

own cryptocurrencies. There are now

trace possession and ownership.

thousands of cryptocurrencies, often

CPD

developed with particular applications
or purposes in mind.
One leading cryptocurrency is
ether, the currency of Ethereum,
a global distributed ledger
platform launched in 2015.
Ethereum was designed to
enable

the programming of automated applications on top of
blockchains, something that was specifically limited in bitcoin
for security reasons. Although Ethereum was not intended
primarily as a cryptocurrency platform, ether has become
the most popular cryptocurrency after bitcoin itself.
The values of both bitcoin and ether prices have
been highly volatile. Some alternative currencies have
tried to reduce volatility by tying their
value to the value of
something else –
either a physical
commodity
(such as gold),
a national
currency (such
as US dollars) or a basket of
currencies. Such cryptocurrencies
are called stablecoins.
Initially, many of the
applications of bitcoin involved
payments for illegal purchases
(of, for example, illicit drugs)
or transactions to evade
international trade sanctions.
As a result, the cryptocurrency
space gained a reputation
for illegality; indeed, in some

26
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countries, all bitcoin transactions

currencies, or alternatives to the

are banned. This reputation

existing currency. So far, no central

has hindered the adoption of
cryptocurrencies by large companies
and major banks. Increasingly,
however, organisations allow
customers in countries that permit
bitcoin’s use to purchase goods
with it; examples include Amazon,
Microsoft and Starbucks.

Libra lift
A great impetus to the commercial

Distributed ledgerbased tokenisation
systems may be
viewed by investors
as more trustworthy
than traditional
paper-based
securitisation

bank has launched a cryptocurrency.
An associated trend is the use of
open-source cryptocurrency software
to readily support the tokenisation
of other assets. For example,
electronic tokens can be created for
an underlying physical asset, such as
a container ship or an aircraft, with
the tokens providing their owners
with defined rights to the use of that
asset. Those rights could be a share
of the profits made by the asset or its

adoption of cryptocurrencies

resale value, or partial ownership of

was given by the June 2019
announcement by Facebook that it was developing a private

the asset. Such a financial structure is similar to the use of the

cryptocurrency for use by its members and other participating

financial instruments of securitisation and unitisation, where

companies. Libra, the proposed currency, will be a stablecoin,

a collection of assets – for instance, a group of mortgages –

backed by a weighted basket of ‘fiat’ currencies (ie money

are bundled together and sold to a holding company whose

decreed into existence by government): US dollars, euros,

shares are then sold to investors.

Japanese yen, pounds sterling and Singapore dollars. The

Advantages of tokenisation

with a planned 100-strong network of global organisations

Where tokenisation is legally permitted, it can provide several

validating transactions. At the time of the announcement,

advantages over similar financial structures. First, establishing

Facebook had in-principle agreement to participate in libra

the technical infrastructure for the token system, and for the

from 28 organisations. The company said libra would launch

online purchase and resale of tokens, is generally faster and

only when it had regulatory approval from around the world –

easier, thanks to open source software. Second, the use of

an effort that is ongoing.

a distributed ledger platform to support the token system

The development of libra has ramped up the attention paid

CPD

underlying technology will be a closed distributed ledger

and to record token sales may be viewed by investors as

by central banks to electronic currencies. The trend in many

more trustworthy than traditional paper-based securitisation

countries towards a cashless society has led central banks to

systems run by financial brokerages or law firms. This

consider having their own cryptocurrencies. These currencies

greater trust, in turn, may attract a wider pool of investors,

might simply be electronic versions of existing fiat paper

particularly investors who are not known to the organisers
of the tokenisation system. Companies now considering the

Forkchain
Blockchain, the technology that underlies bitcoin, is software

tokenisation of physical assets are often keen to broaden their
base of investors, both to allow smaller investors to participate
and to add liquidity to the marketplace.

that runs independently on multiple computers. Owners of

These are exciting times for fans of cryptocurrencies, both

these computers (ie the users of the software) agree to use

state-backed and private, and we should expect to see many

a particular version of the software. If they all subsequently

new developments over the next few years.

AB

agree to adopt a new version of the software, then that new
version is called a ‘fork’ of the underlying blockchain. Of

Peter McBurney is professor of computer science in the

course, not all of them might agree to use the new version,

department of informatics at King’s College London, where

or not all from the same time, and some people may even

he undertakes research in automated decision-making, AI and

wish to use both versions. In these cases, two blockchains

distributed ledger technologies.

may spring up where previously there was one. The most
prominent cryptocurrencies are forks of bitcoin or other
leading currencies, created to incorporate particular features.

More information
Get CPD units by answering questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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In the driving seat
Analytics will drive better decision-making and improved business performance, and
the finance function can take the lead in making it all happen

because of its potential to generate powerful

A

will also use predictive analytics and prescriptive analytics. As

insights that can transform how businesses operate.

its name suggests, predictive analytics is used to predict the

the finance function has the opportunity to reinforce its role as

analytics is concerned with preparing for a particular event or

strategic partner to the C-suite by helping to embed the use

to prevent that event from ever taking place.

nalytics is one of the hottest topics in finance today

Nevertheless, the most successful businesses going forward

likelihood of an event happening in the future. Prescriptive

With CFOs often taking the lead on the analytics agenda,

Finance professionals can use these tools to help improve

of the technology more broadly across the organisation.

the overall performance of their organisation, from both a

Much of the current interest in analytics centres on its
capacity to drive efficiencies, improve budgeting, planning

financial and a non-financial perspective. The tools facilitate

and forecasting processes, and enhance risk management.

faster and better decision-making across different business

Yet, as ACCA’s recent Accounting for the Future conference

functions. In future, they are also likely to integrate external

(accaglobal.com/AFF2019) highlighted, analytics can also help

data, such as information on customer purchasing habits, and

businesses to perform better across a wide range of other

unstructured data, such as call centre recorded scripts.

operational areas, including product development, customer

While analytics presents many opportunities, adoption of the
technology does not come without challenges. ACCA’s report,

service, fraud detection and regulatory compliance.

which is based on a survey of members, will indicate that most

Looking backwards and forwards

of the challenges relate to skills and data.
Lack of knowledge of technologies and solutions is the single

According to research by ACCA to be published later this
year, the two types of analytics most commonly undertaken

biggest obstacle for finance teams looking to use analytics.

by organisations at present are descriptive analytics and

The second-biggest challenge comes from data that exists in

diagnostic analytics. Descriptive analytics focuses on what

poor formats. Other hindrances include finding staff with data

happened in the past, while diagnostic analytics zeroes in

analytics skills, acquiring data from other departments and

on why it happened.

teams in the organisation, and the analysis of unstructured data.

40%

Biggest analytics challenges for finance teams
Lack of knowledge of existing technologies and solutions
Data in poor formats
Access to the right skills for analysing data
Poor interdepartmental data sharing
Analysing unstructured data
Establishing a data-driven culture
Too much data to deal with
Integrating data technologies into existing tech landscape
Access to the relevant data
Identifying which data to collect and which data to use
Unclear data ownership and governance structure in place
No central data strategy
Legal issues in relation to data access
Executing business decisions from data insights provided
No company leadership buy-in to data analytics
Not sure

28

40%
39%
37%
34%
32%
30%
29%
28%
28%
26%
23%
23%
16%
16%
11%
2%

Lack of knowledge of
existing technologies
and solutions

29%

11%

No company
leadership buy-in
to data analytics

Too much data
to deal with
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‘The foundation of analytics is good enterprise-wide data,’

What data will feed your analytics?

Simon Driscoll, practice lead for data and intelligence at IT
services provider NTT Data UK, told the Accounting for the
54%

50%

32%

34%

14%
10%

14%

16%

Increasingly more
operational data
compared to
financial data?

Increasingly more
external data
compared to
internal data?

Increasingly more
structured
compared to
unstructured data?

Future conference. Finance functions will only be able to use
76%

analytics tools to their full potential once their organisations
have embraced the idea that data is a corporate asset and
have implemented strategies to use it effectively. This means
gathering trustworthy data from across the enterprise and
storing it in usable, standardised formats. It also entails
converting unstructured data into structured data.

Rise of the chief performance officer
Analytics tools effectively present finance with the opportunity
to ‘create a single version of the truth’ that the entire
organisation can work from. This truth will be derived from both

Yes

No

Don’t know/not sure

financial and operational data, internal and external data, and
structured and unstructured data. The role of the CFO, as the

long cherished beliefs and business practices. Any analytics

person responsible for delivering this truth, is likely to evolve

implementation will invariably involve a considerable amount

into a broader role over time: that of chief performance officer.

of culture change in an organisation. For it to be effective,

For these developments to occur, organisations will need

people must first learn to trust the data that informs analytics

to abandon siloed ways of working, and functions will need

tools; then they must learn to trust the outcomes of those

to share information with each other. Finance professionals

tools and be willing to base their decision-making on them.

will also have to work hard at developing soft skills such as

Ultimately, analytics cannot simply be something the finance

communication, influencing and storytelling, alongside harder

function does; it has to be an enterprise-wide endeavour.

technical skills relating to data analysis and interrogation.

Nevertheless, finance can take the lead in embracing the

Why do soft skills matter so much? Because finance
professionals will need to persuade their peers in other

technology and helping the rest of the organisation to
understand its vital role in driving future business success.

AB

functions to buy in to the use of analytics tools and to act on
the insights they generate. These insights may well contradict

Sally Percy, journalist
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Ditch the ticklist
The leadership competency models we’re used to are no longer fit for purpose. It’s
time to rethink our approach, says Alison Young – and to keep rethinking it
The question from the new graduate

she recalled a key moment in her own

and then to talk authentically with

was simple: ‘What do I need to be

leadership journey a few years before:

staff and shareholders with humility,

good at to succeed in this company?’

as the senior leadership team had

accountability and courage.

The senior leader paused. It should

gathered for their annual strategy offsite

have been the perfect moment to refer

meeting, an unprecedented global PR

and third sectors alike now face more

to the organisation’s newly launched

disaster struck for which there was no

and more unprecedented situations as

competency profile, but that felt like

playbook. What had got them through

we edge towards the full-scale effects

too glib an answer and – if she was

those challenging few hours and days

of Industry 4.0 – the fourth industrial

being honest – a little hollow.

was not a competency profile but how

revolution’s blurring of boundaries

they had worked together as a team to

between the physical, digital and

face the truth of what had happened,

biological worlds – which has already

In the split second before answering
this eager and ambitious engineer,

30
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disrupted so many markets. Not only is

with options, which can delay or cause

an intellectual understanding of the

this disruption new, but its greater scale

inconsistent decisions, active listening is

benefits of shared organisational values

and frequency generate more complex

also a requirement – being able to filter

or the business case for diversity isn’t

business challenges for which tried and

out distractions while staying grounded

enough. The leader needs genuinely to

trusted leadership approaches often

and centred.

feel connected and committed to these

prove inadequate.
If the context for leadership skills

Those opinions exist in all parts of

principles so that every aspect of their

the organisation’s eco-system where

behaviour right down to the smallest

is rapidly changing, so are the

there are multiple relationships with

gesture reflects them.

expectations of younger generations

suppliers, partners and customers. The

preparing for progression into and

boundaries of those relationships are

Humble strength

through that world of work. For the

often blurred, so it’s the quality of those

Business schools or traditional

first time, four generations are sitting

relationships that become the currency

leadership development programmes

side by side in offices doing jobs that

for success. A leader has to attend to

by themselves are rarely the answer for

didn’t exist when millennials and even

many stakeholders inside and outside

getting leaders future-ready. Helping

Gen Z were at school. The younger

the organisation and be accountable to

leaders develop humble strength – the

generations want different things: they

each. The leader needs to collaborate,

courage to act based on a clear intent in

don’t trust business (or the political

an authentic and engaging way – is not

system) the way their older colleagues

the stuff of the classroom. Future-ready

did; they value experience; they
demand to be trained and developed;
and they hold business leaders
accountable for turning corporate
purpose into meaningful action.
skills for success to the new graduate
entering the workforce? And what
do leaders need to be good at now
to make quick and robust business
decisions, and prepare the next
generation to step into their shoes?

and diverse experiences, where leaders
are pushed to the edge of their comfort
zone in a safe environment where they
can integrate their learning into their

CPD

So what should be the advice about

skills are developed by having different

The development
of leadership skills
is an iterative
building of
learning through
discovery, feedback
and honest
self-reflection

ongoing leadership practice.
Defining skills for success is not a
static phenomenon, a standard that is
reached or a model to be strived for.
It is an iterative building of learning
through discovery, feedback and honest
self-reflection. Neuroscience tells us

Clues can be found in both the context

that the brain doesn’t stop developing

for leadership of the fourth industrial

to co-create through rapid prototyping,

– it is continually changing and has the

revolution, and the expectations of

and to lead change. Creating the future

ability to create new neuropathways that

those they are leading.

means thinking systemically and globally

provide new and rich choices.

against environmental and social criteria

Agile and active

as well as financial imperatives.

Can a leader therefore ever be futureready? Perhaps the competency model

The vogue for the purpose-led or

needs to make way for a commitment

high barriers to entry can now change

values-led organisation can’t just be

to ongoing personal and professional

virtually overnight, so leadership agility

a tickbox exercise any more because

growth that focuses less on the ‘adding’

is key. Agility is more of a mindset or

customers and colleagues – particularly

of skills and more on deeper reflection

way of thinking than a specific skill.

younger ones – vote with their wallets

and authenticity.

It’s about being open to new ideas

and their feet. In a similar vein, creating

and prepared to let go of tried and

a diverse workforce isn’t in itself

Alison Young is a director of Leaders in

tested solutions. It involves listening to

enough. The leader needs to be a

Change. @Leader_Insights.

people up and down the organisation

champion and role model for inclusion

as well as outside it, and tuning into

of many different kinds of people

Even long-standing market sectors with

what’s not said as much as what is.

– from the visible, such as race and

Because gathering multiple viewpoints

gender, to the less visible, such as some

brings the risk of being overloaded

disabilities and neurodiversity. Having

AB

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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The service culture
Leaders who prioritise the well-being and growth of an organisation and its
stakeholders may inspire employee performance, says Dr Rob Yeung
There is something of a paradox
regarding leadership: evidence
suggests that too strong a focus on

Positive leadership
Watch our video with Dr Rob Yeung at
bit.ly/ACCA-RobYeung.

financial results may be somewhat
counterproductive. A recent study

Empowerment is the extent to

led by Baylor University’s Matthew

which leaders develop a positive,

Quade found that leaders who are

self-confident attitude among

very focused on the bottom line may

employees. For example, this is

end up hampering the performance

measured by employees’ response

of their employees. In contrast, those

to statements including ‘My manager

who engage in what’s known as

helps me to further develop myself’

servant leadership may actually inspire

and ‘My manager enables me to solve

employees to perform more strongly.

problems myself instead of just telling

Servant leadership is an other-

CPD

oriented leadership approach that

willingness to set expectations and

of three main groups: subordinates,

boundaries and then hold all members

the organisation as an entity and

of the team responsible for the work

the wider community outside of the

they carry out. Leaders who are judged

organisation. A just-published analysis

to behave unfairly – for example,

of 130 prior studies on the topic found

by rewarding unjustly only certain

that the behaviours associated with

members of the team – typically score

servant leadership were statistically

lower on accountability.
Stewardship is the extent to which

individual and team level. That does not

employees agree or disagree with

mean that servant leadership is either

statements such as ‘My manager

necessary or sufficient for organisational

emphasises the societal responsibility of

success. However, leaders who adopted

our work’ and ‘My manager has a long-

more of this approach tended to get

term vision’.

better performance not only from

32

Accountability is a measure of leaders’

prioritises the well-being and growth

linked to positive outcomes at both the

Leaders who
engage in
servant leadership
may actually
inspire employees
to perform
more strongly

me what to do’.

Humility requires that leaders not

individuals; those individuals tended

only learn from criticism when they

to work together more productively as

receive it but also actively seek it from

teams, too.

appropriate stakeholders.

A recent attempt to quantify servant

Standing back is a measure of the

leadership was carried out by Dirk

extent to which leaders are willing

van Dierendonck and Inge Nuijten

to highlight the strengths and

of Erasmus University Rotterdam.

achievements of their subordinates.

Looking at leaders in both the UK

For instance, leaders are judged to be

and The Netherlands, the researchers

stronger at this factor when employees

found that effective servant leadership

agree with the statement ‘My manager

was primarily defined by categories

appears to enjoy his/her colleagues’

of behaviour.

success more than his/her own’.
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Those five factors emerged as

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

so-called ‘primary’ aspects of servant

Q

leadership. However, several
others were also found to
predict employees’ well-being

I hate giving presentations or
even updates in team

meetings. I feel my heart race and

and performance. As just one

I worry constantly that I will say

example, forgiveness is the

something that could make me look

degree to which leaders are

stupid. How can I get better at speaking up and

understanding and accepting

making my opinions known?

A

of mistakes and failures.

When I train managers on how to give better

Unfortunately, some leaders
continue to criticise employees for

presentations, I argue that there are ‘three Ps’

to consider well before getting in front of an audience. The first is

past blunders or faults.

preparation: think about whatever you want to say and write it down. Consider

Thinking about leadership in general,

the overall arc of your message, especially when you need to give a coherent

it can sometimes appear as if only

presentation as opposed to just a quick update. What are the handful of key insights

forceful, charismatic leaders succeed.

you wish to impart? Keep the big picture in mind and you may help yourself to focus

However, studies on servant leadership

on your most important messages rather than simply throwing data at your audience.

suggest that quieter servant leaders

Think also about examples and stories that you can use to back up your messages.

may also be able to deliver results for

A presentation containing only facts and figures is rarely interesting. For instance,

their organisations, albeit in a very

talk about a personal experience you had with a customer, your product, a

different fashion.

competitor or anything else that may be relevant.
The second P is for practice. Rehearse your presentation out loud several times.

leaders can flourish without some or

The more familiar you become with your content, the more confident you will be on

even all of the factors associated with

the day of your actual presentation. Another benefit of practising is that you can hear

servant leadership. You may personally

how your presentation sounds; you may discover more elegant or effective ways to

know managers who were weak at

deliver your key messages.

empowerment, standing back or any

The third P is for psyche. Research shows that people can help themselves to give

of these other factors, yet still achieved

more effective presentations when they use various psychological tricks. For instance,

financial results. However, the best way

it is worth remembering that anxiety is merely the human body’s way of getting

of thinking about these factors is that

ready to face a challenging situation: people who reappraise their nervousness by

they are generally beneficial in most

telling themselves ‘I am excited’ tend to be better off than others who try to calm

instances, but not all – in the same

themselves down.

way that eating more vegetables and

Tips for the top

doing physical exercise are generally
beneficial but cannot guarantee good
physical health in 100% of individuals.

CPD

Unfortunately, history tells us that

The trait of arrogance can hamper our ability to improve our performance and
AB

achieve our long-term goals. New research led by Nelson Cowan at the University
of Missouri proposes that there are three types of arrogance. Individual arrogance

Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational

is an inflated view of our own abilities, traits or achievements; this

psychologist at leadership consulting

is often linked with an unwillingness to believe evidence to

firm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk

the contrary. Comparative arrogance occurs when we

More information
Dr Rob tweets @robyeung.
If you have a question for the talent
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.com.
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.

have an inflated ranking of our own abilities compared
with other people – for instance, if we believe that we
are in the top quartile of employees when objective
data may say that we are not. Finally, antagonistic
arrogance occurs when we put down or belittle others
based on untrue beliefs that we are better than them.
To avoid falling victim to any form of arrogance, be sure
to seek out candid feedback frequently – and listen to it.
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The complete package
We examine the role of the forensic-data expert, the skills and experience required for
the job, how to get into the specialism and where it can take you in your career
While the motivations behind fraud

questioning, highly analytical and

have changed little over time, the

naturally sceptical.

means certainly have. PwC’s most

An extensive understanding of

recent Global Economic Crime and

technology is vital, says Lem. ‘We

Fraud Survey reported that cybercrime

started investing in forensic analytics 15

is by far the most disruptive crime

years ago and ventured into what we

against organisations, and this is

know now as AI or machine learning 10

playing a key part in redefining the role

years ago,’ he says. ‘About five years

of the forensic accountant.

ago, we started building deep cyber
response capabilities.’

Lem Chin Kok FCCA, head of KPMG’s

Specialists will also need an

forensic practice in Asia Pacific, foresees
new challenges for businesses and

understanding of governance structures,

governments. ‘There will be new types

regulations, identity access and data

of fraud, ethical dilemmas and non-

privacy, including GDPR.

compliance that require investigation.
It will be an interesting time for forensic

Getting in and getting on

accountants,’ says the former police

Training is largely on the job, with

commercial crime squad investigator.

postgraduate qualifications available
through the globally recognised

The role

Institute of Certified Forensic

Forensic accountants use a combination

Accountants. The Big Four are the most

of accountancy and detective skills to

well-known employers, with specialist

examine a wide range of fraudulent

cyber and data forensic teams, but

activities. This helps lawyers, insurance

banks, police forces, financial institutions

companies and other clients to

and government agencies are also

resolve disputes and assist in fraud

increasingly providing opportunities.

investigations that could even lead to

While there is scope to reach team

judicial proceedings, which means an

leader, department head and partner

opportunity to work closely with law

roles, many move into consultancy.
‘As businesses increasingly operate

enforcement organisations.

internationally, cross-jurisdiction

While in the past the most important
investigative tool was the interview,

regulatory risks – such as data privacy,

today professionals also use evidence

money laundering and sanctions risks –

from sources such as computers and

will become more relevant,’ Lem says.

mobile devices, as well as financial

‘As they increase their digital footprint,

records in electronic formats.

theft of intellectual property, computer
crime and cyber crime will become

34

Key skills

adept at following and questioning

more prevalent. To keep up, forensic

Accountants – in particular, those

money trails, as well as dealing

accountants also have to evolve to

with an audit background – bring

with large amounts of data. Key

remain effective.’

highly transferable and valuable

personal traits should include

skills to the table. They are already

being constantly curious and

AB

Neil Johnson, journalist
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The view from
Eriona Bajrakurtaj ACCA, managing director of
Major’s Accounts & Co and award nominee

‘Ignoring the
impact of
climate change
is not an option.

My father started his

critical support system and

Professional

practice, now Major’s

provided valuable life skills

accountants

Accounts & Co, when I was

that have led me to where I

must enable the

13. As he got busier, I would

am now.

transition to a low-

assist him with the influx

carbon economy.’
Source: IFAC CEO, Kevin Dancey

of work from new clients.

My father always pushed

He’d hand me receipts and

me to be the best I can be.

statements saying, ‘just

From a young age, he said

figure it out’ (his teaching methods

there was always the opportunity to do

Box headline
PwC
finds Paradise

were quite un-orthodox).

better. After scoring 97% in a French

Voluptas
PwC
has opened
eum, ipisitsmincte
largestped
UK quis
office

exam, he would say, ‘What happened to

accullorest,
outside
London,
sintecta
moving
velestinto
labor
therereiciis

Over the years, my knowledge grew

the other 3%?’. His tears when I got into

quos dollautetur?
Paradise
development
Qui nam,
in Birmingham.
volor

from the basics of accountancy, so

Oxford was the proudest moment of my

sunt firm
The
adi berit
occupies
venethe
prowhole
quae of
commos
the

the career choice was an obvious

life. I knew that was his way of saying

quaspit, si omni
commercial
space
lorem
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ipsum.
172,000sq ft

one. While working, I completed my

well done. My mother has always been

Boxout
office
building.
crosshead:
More
doluptur,
than 2,000
sequamust
people

ACCA exams, then gained a masters’

my biggest supporter. Her encouraging

magni
now
work
bera
forcoribusdam
PwC in the et
centre,
re nobist
withla

in accounting and finance, a master’s in

words kept me going for just that bit

dolore
the
number
con re
expected
volorer spercit
to grow
autem
to 2,300
as

law of international banking and I’ve just

longer to see me through.

rerum
by
the volut
end of
volorun.
the year. PwC now has

completed a postgraduate diploma in

Boxout
over
10,000
crosshead:
UK staffmoditat
based outside
urehend
of

strategic finance at Oxford University.

I love change – I love the feeling

isciae. Gitae magnima ximporr
London.

Last year, aged 26, I took over Major’s

it brings, the challenges and

undenimilit prem culpa dolore prae

Accounts – all while raising my daughter.

opportunities. The changes that have

estrum rerem
aborrup turiantion
culpa
Milton
Keynes
merger

affected the accounting profession

doluptus
lorem ipsum
dolor
amet.
MHA
MacIntyre
Hudson
has sit
merged

I’m very resilient. I have been studying

have brought so many new services

with Milton Keynes firm Keens Shay

and working from the age of 13,

for us to offer, and we can now move

Keens
MHA MacIntyre Hudson now
Box MK.
headline

juggling a lot. Accountancy now runs

into new spaces, which has been a

has
nearlyeum,
100 partners
and
staff
in the
Voluptas
ipis mincte
ped
quis

in my blood. My major influencers in

unique selling point for our practice.

region.
Partner
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said:rereiciis
‘This
accullorest,
sintecta
labor

my life are my parents. They’ve been a

There’s a lot of buzz and uncertainty
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for us,
as we
quos
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volor
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the profession has never been more
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Keynesisciae.
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have on small businesses. I advocate
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its network.
Mitten Clarke
aborrup
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culpa doluptus.

accountants to embrace technology to
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atum,member
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future-proof their careers.

firm
forcus
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andex
Stoke.
Mitten
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exerepe

I have been
studying and
working since
the age of 13.
Accountancy now
runs in my blood

Clarke
recently
acquired
Moore
rroviducias
es venet
odit,the
simporum
My biggest career achievement has

Stephens
firm in corro
Stoke.blatios qui
dolo el eaquidis

been the digitalisation of our practice.

volupta quique dit estemperum
Goinget,
it alone
doluptas
vollam re que sus eum hit

It was no mean feat, but one that
I am proud of, closely followed by
being nominated for the Women in
Accounting and Finance Awards 2020.
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Watch
Carl Reader’s
video about
aut
occusaecus
essi omnihiciis
et the
lorem
joys
of
setting
up
your
own
practice,
ipsum dolor sit amet nunc.
at bit.ly/AB-Reader1.
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Shaking it up
In sectors where conformism is the norm, bold, edgy brands have a real opportunity to
stand out. Jason Ball urges firms to leave tradition behind and be more ‘punk’
In any sector where there is plenty of

collective £1.6bn in brand value in one

overlap between the services that firms

year, according to Kantar.

offer and the value they add, branding

Part of their appeal is what they offer

may be the only way to stand out from

– something that’s refreshingly different

Firms without a disruptive product can

the crowd.

from normal banks, such as digital-first

still borrow from that mindset, changing

banking with no queuing in branches,

the game in how they engage with

we need to be seen as a safe pair of

the ability to budget income and ring-

clients and prospects.

hands? The answer is that your market

fence ‘pots’ of money within the app,

Many accountancy firms today

is already brimming with long-standing

and no fees or exchange-rate markups

still make the mistake of producing

incumbents, including the Big Four.

for spending abroad. But the deeper

marketing material that is all about

These are seen as the safest bet and, if

appeal of Monzo, for example, is its

them, and often at great expense. Yet

in doubt, clients will always default to

commitment to transparency and simple

for the most part, their clients don’t care

the market leaders.

language: it has even published its ‘tone

about them at all. The trick is to rethink

But building a bold, fresh brand

of voice’ guidelines on its website. It’s

your brochureware to make it far more

needn’t come at the expense of trust

striving to create an emotional bond

about your clients and their challenges,

or credibility. We only have to look at

with its customers, as well a brand

while still showing how you can help

young brands that have successfully

worthy of social media sharing.

solve their real-world problems.

Why be more punk, you may ask, if

CPD

True disrupters create and iterate their
products to alter and improve the status

disrupted saturated markets to

quo, and their branding follows suit.

The target here is to achieve radical

understand this. Earlier this year,

Anyone can do it

empathy – talking to clients about what

the millennial-appeal of branchless,

But given that most accountancy firms

really matters to them in a way that

app-based banks Monzo, Revolut and

are neither disrupters nor challengers –

exudes humanity, and delivered in a

Starling was identified as a leading

and simply smaller and more agile than

format that’s easy to consume.

cause for diminishing the brands of

their rivals – is it still possible to stand

seven UK high-street banks, which lost a

out? Certainly, and cutting through the

sector; its punk brand philosophy goes

complexity and jargon of tax matters is

deeper than its rebel sheep mascot. The

something that any accountancy firm

US-based cloud marketing technology

can replicate.

platform finds numerous opportunities

Virtual banks like Monzo, Revolut
and Starling appealed to customers
by offering something different

Mapp is a good example from another

to drum home the message that it has
built a product for marketers that don’t
want to follow the flock. Its content is
evidently created to help its marketing
clients do their jobs better.
In reality, most products and services
in any competitive set are broadly
comparable. There are very few bad
ones. If social media has done one
thing of real value in the world of B2B,
it’s been to kill off the lemons. Today,
there’s nowhere to hide for poor
products and rubbish customer service.
This also means that competition is
stiffer than ever before.

36
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CPD

Firms without a
disruptive product
can still borrow
from that mindset,
changing the game
in how they engage
with clients
and prospects

This means creating a brand that has

you hate about the way firms in your

A great example is HSBC. In December,

sector operate? Is it the jargon, the

the bank announced that, as part of its

glacial speed of change, the tendency

‘commitment to supporting the people

to put numbers before people? For

and communities of the UK’, it would

example, what would it mean to

offer current accounts to the homeless,

become the un-accountancy practice?

making it a lot easier for those with no
To be more punk, figure out your point
of differentiation. A good rule of thumb

Another is to find an enemy. What do

real purpose that is relevant to clients.

fixed home address to receive benefits.
Importantly, you can’t simply pay lip

This is the direct route to becoming
more punk and making sure you stand
out in the market.

AB

is this: when you clearly have a unique

service to your purpose. It must be

product, focus on that in your branding

rooted in what matters to the leadership

Jason Ball is founder of B2B marketing

and marketing. But if what you offer is

of the business – a good place to

agency Considered Content.

broadly at parity with your rivals, then

start is exploring why they started

focus on differences in how you do what

the firm in the first place, rather than

you do. If everyone does it the same way

simply climbing the ladder at another

(and many accountancy firms do), then

established practice. What were they

focus on why you do what you do.

trying to fix?

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Export expectations
After leaving the EU, the onus will be on UK SMEs to find new international markets
with which to trade. So how can accountants best help their clients begin exporting?
Whatever your stance on Brexit, now

Accountants can also help ‘optimise’
businesses’ export strategies.

for some would-be exporters but,

to be encouraged by government to

Gloucestershire-based Hazlewoods

whatever happens, it’s imperative to get

seek out more trading opportunities

has been advising clients on tax and

documentation done correctly, such as

around the world.

commercial implications, minimising the

Certificates of Origin.’

According to recent Office for

tax cost of profit repatriation, advising

Firms can also help clients assess

National Statistics figures, just over

on the structure of overseas operations,

whether they have the finances to

230,000 UK firms currently export. UK

the social and legal implications of

make the next step. ‘The financing of

exports to non-EU countries rose 6.3%

relocating employees, and issuing

exports has a different working capital

to £376.7bn in the year to September

country-specific business and tax guides.

cycle,’ says Adnan Sajid, corporate

2019, with those to the EU up 1.3% to

finance partner at UHY Hacker Young,

£296.8bn. However, the government

The bigger picture

‘so this and the associated risks need

wants more, setting out in its export

Ian Lloyd, partner at Bath-based

to be built into the production or sales

strategy in 2018 the long-term aim of

accountancy practice Milsted Langdon,

cycle. Although it is the same product,

the exports proportion of GDP climbing

says it is all about looking at the bigger

it’s being sold into a different market

to 35% from 30% at present.

picture for clients: ‘Research shows

and often on different terms. So the

businesses that export have significantly

company’s working capital cycle, finance

newbie exporters will need as much

greater growth prospects, more

and operating plan will be affected

advice and support as they can get.

durability and higher profitability than

and the business model will have to

Practitioners can play a leading role,

companies that don’t. It’s all well and

adjust for export sales. You can advise

says Dominic Staniforth, partner at

good to identify a potential market, but

clients on this, and measure whether the

BHP Chartered Accountants. ‘We put

does the business have the necessary

business’ structure can cope.’

our clients in touch with locally based

infrastructure, people and capital to

members of our network and other

make a success of exporting?’

To do so effectively and efficiently,

advisers in countries they want to do

His advice includes informing

Sajid goes further, arguing that
accountants can and should play a
bigger role in encouraging their SME

business in,’ he says. ‘Recently one of

clients about the need to put in place

clients to consider exporting. ‘Brexit

my clients wanted to start trading into

securities when it comes to getting paid

brings an opportunity for accountants

the US, so we put him in touch with

for exports and setting up a letter of

to provide another stream of business

a firm in Boston, which helped them

advice. Historically it has been done

set up an entity over there.’ These

informally, putting together expertise

locally based accountants can explain

available in the team, but it has never

country or state-specific regulatory
and tax guidelines, payments and
contracts, and help with any due
diligence that needs to be done on
potential partners.
This assistance is vital. According to
the DIT National Survey of Registered
Businesses’ Exporting Behaviours,
Attitudes and Needs 2018, the main
barrier to exporting cited by companies

really been marketed hard to clients,’

‘Up to now there
has been no
real drive to get
clients exporting.
Accountants
need to upskill
in this area’

was a lack of resources/staffing.

38

credit. ‘Brexit has caused uncertainty

we’ve left the EU, SMEs can expect

he says. ‘It needs to be a combination
of sensible UK-based advice and
signposting to other areas of expertise.
Are there many regional accountants
who are qualified to give advice about
doing business in Chile?’
Staniforth puts his clients in touch
with bodies such as local chambers
of commerce, business growth
support agencies or the Department
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for International Trade (DIT) for

He explains that international trade

specialist expertise. ‘My clients

advisers (contact great.gov.uk) can help

recognising the importance, there

greatly value having a trusted adviser

identify the best markets to target first,

has been no real drive to get business

who understands their business and

based on the company’s needs, services

clients exporting,’ he says. ‘Accountants

can make useful connections and

or products and potential customers.

need to upskill in this area.’

recommendations,’ he says.

DIT also takes companies on trade

their accountant. But up to now, despite

Sajid says a new way of thinking

missions to explore market potential

is needed. ‘The government is

Team game

and see the type of demand for their

encouraging exporting, but there is

James Watts, deputy head of the

products. And UKEF offers advice on

cultural resistance among many SMEs

London regional team at DIT, agrees

letters of credit and credit insurance.

about doing business with overseas

that exporting successfully is a team

Watts says: ‘Export finance managers

countries. Accountants can play a big

game. ‘Practitioners are well placed to

provide free and impartial consultations.

part in easing their concerns.’

help their clients enhance their growth

They help UK companies check they are

potential,’ he says. ‘They can do this by

getting the appropriate support and, if

form of putting on events for clients

taking advantage of organisations that

not, explore how to bridge any gaps,’

or creating export-focused guidance.

specialise in helping businesses to trade

He suggests that this could take the

‘Assess the demand and interest from

Watts believes professional

overseas. Support from organisations

accountants can do more to build up

your client base and help take them

such as DIT, UK Export Finance (UKEF),

their own export knowledge to enable

through the process,’ he says.

chambers of commerce, banks, lawyers

them to promote internationalisation to

and freight forwarders is crucial.’

clients. ‘We know most businesses trust

AB

David Craik, journalist
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Fit for purpose
Understand your staff and define your practice model, advises Keith Underwood in the
second of a two-part series, then you can create a future-proof advisory resource

*

There is no magic solution to future-

new skillsets, dedicated client-facing

proofing the skills required in

and interpersonally skilled staff, data

tomorrow’s practice. Rapid change and

analysts, managers and administrators.

personally engaged, focused on

the re-evaluation of systems, services

This is a materially different

their clients, empowered, supported

and workflows are constantly creating

requirement from the historic pyramid,

and enjoying their work

new business models.

but one that will set in place an advisory

The first article in this series (AB
January 2020, page 54) addressed how

resource that should be scalable for

*

future growth.

appraisals to ensure staff are

active information-transfer from
partner-level down to senior
management and team to make

to understand your practice better, who

people feel trusted and invested in

it serves and how. From this point you

Core talents

can then define your practice model – a

There are several core talent-

task some have already undertaken and

management disciplines that should

These actions should help create clear

others are undergoing or putting off.

already be in place, irrespective of

communication across the practice at

potential changes to your practice’s

all levels and a better understanding

strategy and model:

of your people, while also improving

Some of these models may fail,
but those that succeed may need

40

bi-annual reviews and regular

*

regular communication via relevant
updates, team meetings, etc.
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their understanding of the practice’s

and experience for the benefit of the

direction. They build a foundation that

ongoing business and the development

facilitates any change the practice faces.

of skills with the remaining staff. It just
needs time and (early) effort.

Spot the skillsets

But it won’t all be about soft skills.

As you put your practice strategy

The ‘trusted
adviser’ role
doesn’t have to be
restricted to the
very top of the firm

together, it’s time to engage with your
team to understand and document
their current skillsets. This should be
in context of the direction your firm
is heading. As the practice changes,
so do the roles and skills required.

New technical requirements will be
put upon firms that inevitably focus
on processing greater levels of client
data. These are likely to encompass
data management and analysis. The
use of new applications will require
training – will you have one ‘app
champion’ per product, or someone to

Understanding what your firm will need

oversee all your IT?

is vital in gauging whether your team
and joint review can empower all staff

You want more, and different types,

working with that client, and possibly

of client interaction. But that is unlikely

and automate processes, you are likely

bring to the table knowledge that may

to be the same for the whole client

to reduce the work available for clerical

identify opportunities for further work

base. Segmenting your clients will be

and even technical team members.

and revenue streams.

crucial. For example, clients with more

can fulfil this requirement.
By looking to increase efficiencies

Better quality and more timely

Spreading client contact doesn’t

basic requirements will require a robust

information flow between your practice

have to revolve around learning new

but automated connection with your

and clients should also be created.

skills from ‘the outside’. Mentoring

practice – with less interaction than

If, ultimately, you are looking to

programmes can be developed to

clients who are higher value and have

leverage this client data and stronger

impart these experiences, whether

more complex needs.

communication line with the provision

through role-play or on-the-job training.

of a broader range of services, your
requirements of the team will change.
Practices are built on technical

Most retiring partners will hand over

Ultimately, you must invest in
developing your strategy, your

clients, files and contacts; however,

technology, and your people. Two out of

this is usually only 50% of the total

three is not an option.

AB

knowledge, but process automation and

knowledge base. Unless this knowledge

more sophisticated technology means

is documented, it will be lost. There

Keith Underwood is managing director

that individuals will have less number-

are ways to transfer this information

of Foulger Underwood.

crunching to undertake.
If you move towards advisory services,
do your team members have the traits

Path to a relevant workforce

required? This will include emotional

*
*

intelligence and curiosity – and will they
be proactive with clients?
You will also need to consider that
the load will need to be spread – even
if some roles become more specialised.
This is because more information
flow between clients and the practice
will open up more communication
opportunities. In other words, the
‘trusted adviser’ role doesn’t have to
be restricted to the very top of the firm.
If all client contact points understand
the advisory services and roles they are
performing, then a half-yearly feedback

Understand the ‘DNA’ of your workforce and their current skillsets.
Decide on your practice model (see January’s article). Communicate this
alongside your business vision. Look to inspire key team members who can then
support and convey your message.

*
*

Segment and analyse client data.

*
*

Re-skill teams for an increase in advisory work if this direction is chosen.

*
*
*
*

Provide training to understand process workflows and efficiencies.

Review processes across all areas and standardise and update to fit your model.
Get this right now, before new tech is used or rolled out.
Provide training on effective or preferred client communication methods (text,
portals, email, etc). This must also reflect current regulation, such as GDPR.
Re-skill the team to understand technology, products and how clients use them.
Re-skill the team to evaluate clients more effectively.
Value your people and they will value the firm, thus increasing retention.
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Facing the future
Brydon’s report on the future of audit has largely been well received, but its
recommendations are so wide-ranging that it’s hard to know where to begin
The verdict is in. ‘Audit is not broken,
but it has lost its way,’ according to
Sir Donald Brydon in his review of the
audit market.
Business is evolving, risks are changing

stifled innovation in audit.
Brydon’s Independent Review into
the Quality and Effectiveness of Audit

A step in the right direction
Find out more about the investor’s
perspective of the Brydon
recommendations at bit.ly/AB-Bry.

caught many by surprise when it was

and performance is redefined. Yet in the

published in December. Not only did it

is about more than accounting. And I like

midst of this rapidly shifting landscape,

come out a month ahead of schedule,

the clear call to arms that the purpose of

audit is largely unchanged. Some

but Brydon left many readers astounded

audit is both to inform and assure. Those

argue there are good reasons for this –

at the extent of his wide-ranging

two things together are very powerful.’

regulatory, legal and structural frictions

recommendations. ‘What I’m trying to

hinder reform. But there is growing

do is create a complete, holistic package

partner, UK&I Assurance, Hywel Ball is

recognition that more could be done –

that will turn audit into something that’s

similarly encouraged: ‘The proposals

much more informative and useful’,

will contribute to restoring trust in the

Brydon explains to AB magazine. Does

audit profession and reinforce our public

he succeed in his ambition? We ask

interest.’ EY believes the report has the

some key stakeholders for their views.

potential to reduce the expectation

‘Until auditors
actually mean it
when they say
that accounts are
true and fair, the
terminology they
use doesn’t matter’

42

that it’s time to tackle the inertia that has

EY’s head of UK audit and managing

gaps that have plagued audit for years

The positives

– particularly in the areas of fraud and

Deloitte’s UK head of public policy and

capital maintenance.

regulation Simon Cleveland welcomes

The investors AB spoke to also

the approach Brydon has taken: ‘The

broadly support the direction of

intellectual rigour with which he has

travel of Brydon’s review. ‘The

approached the review is very welcome.

recommendations indicate a move

He has looked at the whole eco-system

to more pragmatic audits,’ comments

in a balanced way.’ Cleveland continues:

Chris Moore, research manager at

‘I like the recognition that the profession

Evenlode Investment.
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What did the investors find particularly
useful? It’s perhaps no surprise that the

More from Brydon

proposed change to the scope of audit

Here are some further reflections by Brydon drawn from AB’s conversation with him.

was high on their list. Moore explains:

*

‘It would be helpful to have APMs

On the audit profession: ‘I was surprised that although everyone talks about
an auditing profession, in reality there isn’t one. This is important for a number

[alternative performance measures]

of reasons. First, auditors require a different mindset from accountants. The

assured. And I’m very supportive of

purpose and objective of audit are different. Secondly, auditing is going to

the idea that auditors review investor

spread beyond the financial statements. Everyone will need to know that the

presentations and key RNS [Regulatory

same controls and standards are being applied whenever something is audited.

News Service] releases. These things

This will fracture the link with accountancy. Thirdly, it’s a statement about the

move markets. So it seems obvious they

importance of auditing. It will help to improve the training and focus, and make

should be independently scrutinised.’

the profession more attractive.’

The recommendations to leverage
market intelligence and create better

*

On language: ‘There is almost a separate language that auditors use. They mean
something by the words “material” or “significant”, but haven’t succeeded in

channels of communication between

persuading the world of that meaning. So what the world reads as “significant”

investors and both regulators and

may not be what auditors expect them to understand.’

auditors were also considered useful
by investors – though with a note of

*

On reactions to the report: ‘There’s been virtually no seriously negative reaction.
I think people see there is something very important to do here. I think there is

caution. ‘The recommendation to

a real understanding that it simply isn’t acceptable that the same criticisms are

leverage market intelligence coupled

being levelled against the profession today as at the time of the McFarlane’s

with the creation of a confidential hotline

report 27 years ago. I think they know that if there isn’t reform, something will be

could make a real difference,’ says Eric

done to them. This is a package that allows them to play a full part in the future.’

Tracey, chairman of GO Investment
Partners. ‘But for a hotline to be
effective, it has to be independent of

like to see what role professional bodies

read “presents fairly”, would that have

Arga [Audit, Reporting and Governance

and institutes can take in working with

changed anything? No. I also worry

Authority, the regulator to supersede the

regulators to deliver this.’

that the proposed wording makes it

ACCA’s head of audit and assurance

easier for the auditors to define “fairly

– professional insights, Antonis Diolas,

presents” as equivalent to compliance

enthusiastic about proposed changes

endorses taking such a collaborative

with accounting standards, whether

to the audit report. ‘Analysts want

approach. ‘We’re not against the idea

the outcome is sensible or not.’ Reilly

to understand the assumptions and

of a new audit profession,’ he says, ‘but

agrees: ‘Until auditors actually mean it

estimates. Are they reasonable?

how will it be structured? Will this just

when they say that accounts are “true

What happens if you flex things,’ asks

apply to the auditors of listed entities?

and fair” or “fairly presented”, the

Peter Reilly, capital goods analyst and

Will having a separate audit profession

terminology they use doesn’t matter.’

founder of Tempest Concepts. ‘Brydon

lead to a more attractive career path, as

recommends that auditors provide

Brydon states? ACCA is ready to work

the focus on shareholders in the report.

greater transparency over estimates and

alongside Arga to clarify the various

‘Sometimes it’s suppliers, sell-side

maybe give graduated findings. If that

outstanding issues and to develop

analysts or employees who see problems

includes sensitivity to key assumptions,

pragmatic solutions.’

brewing.’ Brydon acknowledges this

Financial Reporting Council].’
Investors were also cautiously

Reilly also expresses doubts about

criticism, suggesting: ‘Since debt is

that could be really useful.’

The doubts

greater than equity in this country,

report was the recommendation to

Of course, not all of Brydon’s

maybe debt holders should have

create a separate audit profession.

recommendations were met with

the same rights as equity holders to

Cleveland welcomes this, but questions

unreserved enthusiasm. Tracey is

participate in the process.’

the best way to deliver it in a timely

sceptical about the proposed move

fashion. ‘Arga is going to be asked

away from ‘true and fair’ to ‘present

the recommendations don’t go far

to do a lot across the various reviews,

fairly in all material respects’. ‘If we

enough. ‘I worry that auditors still don’t

including Brydon and Kingman, so I’d

rewrote all the old audit reports to

have the ammunition they need to

Among the biggest surprises in the

One investor AB spoke to suggests
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Key recommendations
The Brydon report offers more than 60 recommendations. Highlights include:

*
*
*
*

redefining the purpose of audit

*

expanding audit’s scope to include APMs and KPIs that underpin remuneration

*

the requirement for directors to publish their statement of principal risks and

creating a standalone audit profession supervised by Arga
introducing suspicion into the qualities of auditing
greater emphasis on finding corporate fraud and a requirement for company
directors to report on the actions they have taken to prevent it
and other material disclosures, such as climate-related metrics
uncertainties before determining the scope of each year’s audit and then to seek
shareholder and other views on the appropriate emphases

*

replacing the Audit Quality Forum with an Audit Users’ Review Board, to be

*
*

referencing ‘external negative signals and how they have informed the audit’

*

creating a confidential means to communicate with stakeholders on concerns

*
*

a clarification of the opinion, including more information about estimates

*

increased auditor transparency, including publication of the profitability of their

co-ordinated by the Investment Association
leveraging market intelligence in audit planning and identifying concerns with
specific companies
about specific audits
the need for ‘a standing item on audit at the AGM to permit questioning of the
audit committee chair and the auditor
audit work and the amount statutory auditors earn.

face down aggressive management,’

further. ‘The biggest risk is in the pace

are a number of things wrong with that

says Reilly. ‘One way to tackle this is to

of response. There’s an urgent need to

statement. One is about the relationship

combine a robust, credible, confidential

move forward, but the frameworks that

between auditor and company; the

whistleblowing mechanism with a

need to be put in place to implement

other is the belief that suspicion is bad.

requirement for auditors to discuss

some of the recommendations are

Auditor mindsets need to change.’

all credible complaints. This takes the

complex. So our challenge will be to

As for investor behaviour, Brydon is

decision to report such concerns out

ensure we benefit stakeholders in the

hopeful. ‘It’ll become much harder for

of auditors’ hands – and beyond any

short term while progressing towards

equity holders of companies that get

potential influence from CFOs.’

long-term goals.’ As an example of an

into trouble to say “we did nothing”

No matter the views on the

area where the profession could take a

when we have created mechanisms to

recommendations, all recognise that the

lead, Cleveland talks of broadening the

enable them to do something.’

devil is in the detail. ‘It’s all about the

scope of assurance, which he believes

implementation,’ observes Reilly. Audit

firms could deliver ‘quite swiftly.’

professionals agree. Diolas stresses the

Brydon too focuses on the challenges

It is this change in mindset that
Brydon hopes will be one of the
lasting legacies of his report. ‘While

need to look at all the other reviews of

that implementation may bring –

many of the recommendations could

the audit market to ensure a coherent

including the difficulty of changing the

be implemented in five years, I

set of solutions. ‘We also need to

mindset of key players. He tells AB: ‘I

acknowledge that some aspects will

consider any divergence from global

was startled by how quickly auditors

take longer. However, if we can change

standards that might result.’

landed on the word suspicion. They

the mindset in that period, it would be a

told me it would be difficult to have a

huge achievement.’

EY cautions that the recommendations

44

‘I was surprised
that although
everyone talks
about an audit
profession,
in reality there
isn’t one ’

could have a significant impact on

good relationship with a company if

reporting timelines. Cleveland goes

they thought we were suspicious. There

AB

Alison Thomas, consultant
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The view from
Lorraine Weir FCCA, finance manager, Urban Living
Constructions and Clean Living Services

79%
of finance leaders

I moved to the UK from

pursue my chosen path, I

report investors

Jamaica nearly 20 years

studied with AAT and then

increasingly want

ago. Progressing my

ACCA while working.

more insight into
company culture.

professional career in the
UK has not been easy.

I am inspired every day.

However, not allowing

My belief in God gives me

social and cultural ‘access to

spiritual strength, even

opportunity’ challenges (real

at the bleakest of times. I

Source: EY

or imagined) to deflect you is key to the

also take great inspiration from others

CEOs on £3.46m pa

ultimate ability to succeed. Absolute

– former US president Barack Obama

FTSE 100 CEOs earned as much in the

determination has made me who I am

and his mantra ‘Yes, we can’. I am

first six days of this year as a typical

now – someone who has achieved their

strengthened in my personal resolve

full-time employee will in all of 2020,

professional goals, who works with some

and excited by the future – my own and

according to the High Pay Centre.

wonderful people and who has been to

that of others following similar paths

In 2018, the average FTSE 100 CEO

some amazing places as a welcomed

who are at the start of their own journey.

was paid £3.46m. The report found

and valued member of ACCA.

that CEOs are paid 117 times the
As an accountant I don’t consider

amount of average pay. ‘High pay will

Originally, I had intended to study

myself a public speaker, so visiting

be a key issue in 2020,’ said the High

food and, nutrition having been told

schools and promoting ACCA has put

Pay Centre’s director Luke Hildyard,

that I should be a chef based on

me out of my comfort zone. To me

‘as this is the first year that publicly

an assessment at secondary school

it needs a level of boldness to speak

listed firms with more than 250 UK

(weren’t they wrong about me). But

with young people, who are mostly

employees must disclose the ratio

this subject wasn’t offered so I was

fascinated with their phones, and to

between CEO pay and the pay of their

forced to consider an alternative path.

get their attention takes courage. I like

average worker.’

I started to do bookkeeping, and it was

to spread the message: ‘Yes you can,

then I realised that figures make me

even if you don’t get the chance to go

Governance downgrades

tick. Unable to access the opportunity

to university’. I have been a member of

Share prices fall when companies are

to study at university but determined to

ACCA’s corporate panel for four years

criticised in governance reports, a

and I’m a governor of Mission Grove

review from King’s Business School

Primary School in my local area.

has concluded. Professor Paul Guest
and Marco Nerino found that large

I take great
inspiration
from Obama
and his mantra,
‘Yes, we can’

My biggest achievement is this short

governance-rating downgrades by

story of my life. I have been knocked

advisory firm Institutional Shareholder

down so many times but refuse to give

Services led to an average share price

up on my dreams and aspirations. My

fall of 1.14% over the following three

ultimate goal is to become finance

days. However, the research, which

director. ‘Yes I can!’

examined the share performance of
3,616 US companies that had been

I’m an avid member of soul vocal

downgraded, found that governance

group the Mike King Collective (MKC).

upgrades did not lead to significant

This really helps me to unwind outside

changes in share price.

of work.

AB
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Gender confusion

There are more female board members today than ever, but women are still underrepresented at executive level. Steve Giles asks, is gender equality illusion or reality?
The UK’s corporate governance

only one of whom was female. Analysis

landscape has changed significantly

of the causes of the crisis attributed

leadership consultant Annabel Parsons.

over the past decade. And it continues

much of the poor decision-making

She views progress on gender diversity

to evolve at pace, with the new UK

to ‘groupthink’ arising from the

as mixed at best: ‘Women remain

Corporate Governance Code stating

homogeneous views of directors and

vastly under-represented at executive

that companies should contribute to

lack of challenge, scrutiny and debate.

level across the majority of employers

wider society as well as generate value

Improving gender diversity became an

and sectors, leading to numerous

for shareholders.

immediate priority post-crisis.

implications for business and society,

The emphasis today is on sustainability

and reducing the diversity of the talent

and the alignment of strategy, values

there are more women on boards today

and culture. A central part of this

than ever before. FTSE companies

transformation has been the drive for

have met targets relating to board

consider some of the data:

greater diversity in the boardroom –

composition. However, this is driven

gender diversity in particular.

by increases in female non-executive

*

pipeline for boards.’
So what is the real position? Let’s
Female representation on FTSE
100 boards was 12.5% in 2011. The

directors (NEDs) – change is less well

Davies Review – Women on Boards

before the global financial crisis. For

established among executives. Many

set a voluntary target of doubling

example, the Royal Bank of Scotland

managers are disappointed and view

this to 25% by 2015. The target was

board in 2008 comprised 18 directors,

gender diversity as illusory.

exceeded (at 26%) and seen as a

The board gender gap was obvious

46

Much has been achieved. Put simply,

This frustration is picked up by
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major milestone in the journey of

*

improving gender balance at the

The next stage

top of British business.

Here are some ways in which companies can address the changing diversity agenda.

There has been a dramatic

*

reduction in all-male boards. In
2010, 21 companies in the FTSE 100
were in this category – there were
none by 2015.

*

set a new target – for females to
comprise 33% of FTSE 350 boards

executive pipeline where women and men are selected, developed, promoted
and rewarded based on their ability.

*

Change the lens to embrace cognitive diversity. Bring people together who have
different backgrounds and perspectives and so think differently. This encourages
constructive challenge and promotes more effective decision-making.

In 2016, the Hampton-Alexander
Review: FTSE Women Leaders

Commit to making gender diversity a reality. Concentrate on developing an

*

Focus on competence and talent in appointments to senior leadership positions.
Women are well equipped to succeed on a level playing field. If the focus is
squarely on competence, issues of gender take care of themselves.

by December 2020. The 2019 report
reveals that women now hold 32.4%

*

of all FTSE 100 board positions. The

to managers and staff. They notice who

addressed either. It is compounded by

FTSE 350 is on track to meet the

leads the business as CEO and who

the research, which increasingly shows

target, provided the same rate of

sits on the executive committee. More

that diversity has a positive impact on

progress continues in 2020.

female NEDs on the board, enabling

business performance.

The number of FTSE 350 boards

relatively binary and simplistic targets

with one female director only (so-

to be hit, is not visible to them, so gets

‘Rather than thinking of diversity as a

called ‘One & Done’ boards) was

little traction.

standalone issue, many organisations

Parsons has an important insight:

have now begun to consider inclusion

reduced from 74 to 39 in 2019.
These are substantial achievements, but

Slow progress

as a key enabling factor. The evidence

not all the data is so positive.

For many, the pace of change remains

suggests that ensuring employees

depressingly slow. I have witnessed the

have equal access to opportunity and

set another key target – that women’s

frustration this causes. In two recent

resources leads to greater diversity

representation on senior leadership

governance workshops I heard calls

at the top – and that is something

teams (ie executive committees

from women for the UK to introduce

on which every leader should have a

and direct reports) should reach

legislative quotas (like Norway), despite

developed perspective.’

33% by December 2020 for FTSE

their concerns about tokenism.

The Hampton-Alexander Review

350 companies. This is viewed as a

This drive to legislate is linked

The UK Corporate Governance Code
places gender diversity within a broader,

critical milestone in achieving long-

to frustration that other issues of

holistic framework. Principle J states:

term gender balance. Yet the target

fairness, such as equal pay or the poor

‘Both appointments and succession

is in doubt. While progress has been

representation of ethnic minorities

plans should be based on merit and

made, the 2019 report states that

on boards, have not been adequately

objective criteria and, within this

a step-change in female executive

context, should promote diversity of

appointments is needed in 2020 or the

gender, social and ethnic backgrounds,

target will be missed.

cognitive and personal strengths’.
So, while the Hampton-Alexander

The 2019 UK Spencer Stuart Board
Index for FTSE 150 companies
highlights two other issues. While
women account for 42.7% of NEDs
in the index, they only represent
8.3% of executive directors. Also,
women continue to miss out on board
leadership roles – only 3.3% of chairs
and 4.7% of CEOs are female.
The effect is that gender diversity
often appears more illusion than reality

I have heard calls
from women for
the UK to introduce
legislative quotas,
despite their
concerns about
tokenism

Review remains important, the agenda
has moved on. Organisations looking
to keep talented staff and develop their
boards and executive committees as
high-performing teams need to respond
(see the panel above) if they are to
make further progress.

AB

Steve Giles is a consultant and lecturer
in governance, risk and compliance.
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I want to break free
Ever felt it’s time for a change, a fresh start? Ciaran O’Donnell FCCA shares his story of
making the big leap from working for a corporate to setting up his own business
About 12 years ago, a friend resigned

to startups. I spent six months rebadging

from his job to co-found a startup

myself and surrounding myself with

Tips for setting up

company when his wife was pregnant.

positive people, and then ‘went live’ with

Accountancy professionals considering

At the time I couldn’t understand why

one client and some prospects.

starting up their own business or

anyone would take such a risk, but two

As you go through this process, you

years later, when my wife was pregnant

end up learning a lot about yourself as

consider the following:

with our first child, I did the same. I was

well as how to transform from corporate

35 and knew if I was still working in

accountant to entrepreneur.

*

creating a portfolio of clients should

My new venture was to set up as a

Adding value

your critical friend can repeat it back

A decade down the line, I continue

to you, it’s concise and memorable.

*

virtual FD working with remarkable

to strive to add value, to streamline,

people and startups. My main inspiration

re-engineer and simplify workflows, to

came from two previous roles I had had

use simple cloud-based applications,

clients that are two or three steps

at large corporates with entrepreneurial

to pick the kids up from school, to work

removed from you. If you can do

beginnings. Now I was ready to play a

remotely and to meet clients. While I

something relatively simple but

key role with startups aiming to deliver

bring the finance discipline to the table,

kind, such as solving an Excel

something special in their respective

I learn so much from working with CEOs

headache, your network should

niches. At the same time, I could also

and other inspirational business people.

build up much faster.

diversify across a number of different

Adding value should come easy for

sectors.

accountancy professionals. In startups,

*

Connect with people likely to put
you in touch with prospects and

Remember that you are now a
brand and need to nurture it. Keep

It might sound like a high-risk move,

supplying a structured financial forecast,

your LinkedIn profile up to date –

but I had previously done some FD work

articulating tight cost control principles,

your target audience is all over it.

for personal contacts and, although it

achieving break-even profitability

hadn’t paid very much, I learned a great

or tightly managing cashflow can all

deal from the experience – what adds

cement a relationship rather than

ever done, but just one example

value, what underpins a relationship and

make you feel you are just adding

or specific piece of work can give

what type of corporate work is irrelevant

to the overhead. It is always worth

others all they need to read.

remembering that you bring a discipline,
credibility and professional standards to

*

*

the organisation.

I strive to add
value, streamline,
re-engineer and
simplify workflows,
use cloud-based
apps, pick up the
kids from school

*

valuations and timeframes, reducing

*
*

have to endorse everything you’ve

It should be clear from the first
meeting whether a prospective
help and what the next steps are. It
shouldn’t take five conversations.

helping CEOs get to closing
investment rounds at targeted

Ask for endorsements. People don’t

client has a problem, if you can

Other practical value-adds include:

48

network and prospective clients can
easily understand what you do. If

regulatory affairs in my forties, I would
be on course for a midlife crisis.

Have a clear proposition so your

*

You aren’t the best fit for every
opportunity, so it’s fine to politely

equity dilution for founders and

decline anything that isn’t right for

seed investors

you or accept you aren’t right for it.

making a financial forecast more
credible by building in clearer and

*

If you want to build your own
portfolio, you will learn so much by

validated assumptions

signing up your first client yourself.

thinning down forecasts, which then

Celebrate it when it happens.

become agile and quicker to update
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Tips for portfolio FDs
O’Donnell’s key advice is as follows:

*

Embrace cloud-based accounting
applications and broadband that
enables remote working, supports
continuous engagement and
increases your own capacity.

*

Learn how to share your screen. You
will get people in different locations
to review, agree and make decisions
more quickly if you can.

*

Look forward. Much of our work
is about reporting actuals. But
early-stage companies need to look
ahead with a clear forecast, cashflow
runway and everything else that
underpins planned growth.

*

Lock in your own lifestyle, not
somebody else’s. Whether building
up your portfolio or working with
a startup on a reduced salary, you
should have a sufficient cushion to
cover your lifestyle. Defer everything
else until you are through the initial
startup phase.

*

tweaking the revenue cycle so that
more money flows into the business
more quickly

*

producing the metrics that provide
the management team with insights
that they can use to address income,
the cost stack and customer lifetime
value, and produce cohort analysis
to track the impact of those changes
that are implemented

*

identifying R&D tax credits that
can deliver a valuable cash rebate
to the business.

AB

Ciaran O’Donnell FCCA is founder of
Virtual FD and won CFO/FD of the Year
at the 2019 British Accountancy Awards.
Going it alone
For advice on setting up on your own,
watch the video at bit.ly/AB-Reader1.
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Style it out
The design of strategic reports can be as important as their content. Donna Butchart
urges FDs to become more creative and offers guidance on how to get them right
tools and platforms, with the primary

As the role of finance director
moves from the traditional finance
executive to strategic partner, the
role of business intelligence has also
grown in importance as the tool to
help with strategic insight. FDs can
now gather, analyse and visualise
financial data more effectively, and
can derive valuable insights that help
with corporate decision-making and
scenario planning.
To do so requires significant

Making reports
compelling and
understandable
is essential
if they are to
facilitate corporate
actions and
decision-making

investment in business intelligence

50

focus being on ensuring the design and
implementation of the system facilitates
effective data capture and collation.
However, the layout of the output
often doesn’t get as much attention or
investment; the design of the reports
and dashboards is usually carried out
by a traditional developer or business
analytics consultant who is looking at
ensuring the right data is included,
rather than developing an aesthetically
pleasing output.
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But get the design wrong and the

Dashboards are no longer the static

If the FD is to make an impact, they

value of the dashboard is quickly

conveyors of information; they can now

need to understand what the dashboard

eroded. The key data-narrative becomes

drill down into the detail. So ensure

is being used for, what data is required

lost and makes the output less valuable.

the dashboard design clearly indicates

and what the desired outcomes are from

that an action can occur, and use

using it. While the dashboard or report

needs to become more creative. In

this design motif consistently across

will usually comprise data objects, such

order for the dashboard and reports

dashboards so that users recognise it

as graphs, word tags and tables, it is

to accurately reflect the data trends,

as an action point. This may be an icon,

still an important channel for telling a

careful consideration needs to be given

a specific colour or a hyperlink, but

corporate story. So there should be a

to the overall design. Dashboard layouts

whatever is used needs to fit in with the

clear narrative that takes the user on a

and colours are often left until the

overall design.

journey from the core data, through the

There is an argument that the FD

end of a project, and no real thought

Also ensure the wording used in titles,

is given to placement or palette. The

questions and legends is neutral, as this

result can be a design that confuses the

affects how people will respond and

more sense than data simply grouped

key messages that the FD is trying to

can influence decision-making. A sales

together. The more elements and

share. The key design elements that the

report entitled ‘Number of products

interactions it has, the more options

FD should consider including are listed

failing to reach the target’ gives a

to consider. This can make already

in the panel.

far more negative connotation than

complex decision-making even harder.

‘Number of products below expected’.

collation and on to a final decision.
Data in a logical flow will make

The dashboard should simplify a role

Intuitive design
While the FD might have to adhere to
corporate branding, they should also

Getting creative

consider some basic design rules.

The FD who is looking to have impact and engagement with dashboards and reports

The layout of the data should only
show the essential data. Including
extraneous data makes the design
cluttered and confusing. Providing
sufficient white space around data (such
as tables, titles and legends) ensures
they are legible and easy to focus on.
Selecting colours that are conducive
and cohesive within a limited spectrum

needs to be able to combine these five key elements:

*
*

Have an intuitive design so that the dashboard is easy to read.

*
*

Be neutral on headings and questions.

*

Ensure a clear narration so that the dashboard gives a meaningful dialogue.

Ensure a level of usability that helps people to perform the tasks required as a
result of the data.
Create a positive experience so the user feels that having the dashboard has
made the overall task successful.

will give the overall design consistency.
Using saturated colours that are

Easy to read

or an action. Understanding what needs

indistinct or having a huge variety of

There also needs to be a logical

to be achieved at the outset means it

colour types may jar and appear harsh.

layout for your dashboards to make

is possible to include only the essential

Like an artist creating a painting, the

them easy to read. Traditionally the

elements, and to provide an obvious

colours and items should fit naturally

eye moves from left to right and from

path that reduces the number of

together to tell a story. The exemption

top to bottom, so build this into the

interactions, tasks and eye movements.

here is if there is a notable exception in

reading order.

the data that needs to stand out (such

Making dashboards and reports

The eye also connects items that

compelling and understandable

as financial risk or poor performance), in

appear in groups. This means several

is essential if they are to facilitate

which case use a dominant colour.

unconnected graphs or tables that

corporate actions and decision-making.

appear in a column instinctively cause

To achieve this, FDs need to unleash

sophistication and functionality, they

the brain to see them as connected

their creativity and become dashboard-

must retain their usability. The end user

data. The use of grids, shading, borders

design artists.

needs to able to use the dashboard

and dividing lines can help to link those

to understand the situation and as a

data shapes that are related, making it

Donna Butchart is managing director

prompt for a next step or interaction.

clear where data relationships fit.

of consultancy Project (EU).

As dashboards increase in

AB
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Play hard, work harder
The principles of gamification – applying game design elements and principles
in training and marketing – can be a powerful tool in motivating staff
The most successful organisations

use of gamification in the workplace

globally are discovering that one of

is a logical evolution. ‘It is a natural

the best ways to work may be to play.

transition for games to be morphed

In a recent survey by learning

into tools for training,’ Travis says. ‘In

management platform TalentLMS,

the US, sales training has been gamified

89% of respondents reported that they

through incentives and professional

would be more productive if their work

competitions. This engages employees,

was gamified. Of those who already

and work feels less like work.’

used the technique, an astounding

Dixon Wu, a user experience and

number felt that gamification made

gaming consultant at Spoon Usability,

them feel more productive (89%) and

sees US gaming and tech companies as

happier (88%) at work.

being at the forefront of gamification.

‘Gamification is being recognised

‘The simplicity
of gamification
for motivation
should never be
underestimated,
given its power for
connectivity in all
aspects of culture’

‘It can be as simple as switching up

as an asset in training. Play is how we

corporate terminology,’ he says.

learn and form social interactions,’ says

‘A gaming company I worked with

of gamification is to basically change

J Travis, a researcher of play and games.

replaced “workshops” with the term

mindsets. It helps people look at the

Travis traced the use of games and play

“dojo”. So instead of going for a

same thing from a different angle.’

through advertising and marketing over

course, you feel like you are going to

several decades. He believes that the

upgrade your ninja skills. The first step

More effective than lectures
According to a Deloitte report,

What’s in a game?

most employees spend just 1% of

In Gamification and sustainable behaviour change in the workplace, Accenture

the working week on formal learning

identifies the elements that are key to game mechanics and as behavioural drivers.

activities. Gamification, the firm says,

*

Status. Gamers are often driven by recognition within their communities. The right

may be more effective than lectures

game mechanics ensure that playing the game enhances players’ reputations.

or videos in driving up this figure. The

Features not unlike ‘employee of the month’ highlights could be implemented.

report also points out that adults learn

Milestones. The use of levels is common in most games, and players’ ability to

best via experiences that can provide a

track their progress is essential in sustaining interest, along with bigger rewards

foundation to learn and reflect.

*

at higher levels.

*

At Deloitte in China, staff are invited

Competition. Accenture’s Steptacular app aims to encourage employees to walk

to play Throne Legend – similar to

more. The firm also rewards employees with ‘celebrating performance’ points

the popular empire-building game

that can be used to redeem goodies such as iPads and cameras.

Three Kingdoms, an internal app that

Social connectedness. Deloitte’s Throne Legend allows new staff to engage with

aims to make learning and training fun

colleagues across the business, enabling them to set up chat groups to discuss

– after attending a two- or three-day

strategies for their ‘kingdoms’.

programme to transition into new roles.

Rankings. Visual rankings help players view their own performance and

The game can then go on for three or

compare it with others.

four months. ‘They will first log in and be

*

Immersion reality. Creating an engaging story and an immersive backdrop is

randomly assigned a kingdom,’ explains

key to making tasks feel like play.

Angela Lee, learning and development

*

Personalisation. Customisation creates a sense of ownership within a game.

director at Deloitte China. ‘They then

*
*
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Gaming away the leadership gap,

work in the team of their assigned
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kingdom and complete both individual
and team tasks to support its growth.’
The challenges include
key components in the firm’s
learning programme, allowing
players to practise leadership skills
and shore up their teamwork. A chat
function and chat groups allow players
to communicate. ‘The game requires
those from different regions and
functions within the organisation to
collaborate.’ At the end of a specified
period, the kingdom with the most
points wins, the players are awarded
small prizes, and a dashboard shows
the rankings.
Andrew Lau, vice chair of
the International Gamification
Confederation, says the common
misconception is that gamification is
about turning everything into video
games. ‘A lot of people think it is all
about apps, board games and online
stuff. But it is 80% psychology; the rest is
game mechanics and dynamics.’

Motivational science
The goal, Lau explains, is to bring

programmes, they would be more

seen as tedious, such as compliance

out specific behavioural patterns.

compelled to roll it into other phases of

and due diligence.

‘The majority of gamification is really

their operations,’ says Phalaris.

‘It’s about setting up the
psychological triggers for the right

motivational science, behavioural

He notes this is particularly true for

economics, habit-building models

HR. ‘Many people know how to work an

purposes,’ Lau says. ‘With the

and skills improvement. Gamification

interview to give the right impression.

workforce, especially millennials,

is used at the back end to engage a

But using game simulations allows

forcing behavioural patterns through

person.’ He points out that many things

HR managers to see how they would

policies and top-down management

have already been gamified, including

communicate and react in real life.

approaches is no longer viable.’

Games are not only engaging but

In fact, poor management can

also provide purpose for those playing

often have the opposite effect on

sustainable behaviour change in the

them. Microsoft tapped into this

the workforce, fostering employee

workplace, Accenture noted that game

when it asked staff to help translate its

disengagement, counterproductive

mechanics can help get past the walls

Encarta encyclopaedia. Participants

work behaviour and increased turnover.

that consumers have built against a

thought their efforts would help

‘deluge’ of information

represent their country and language

‘brain food’ that can keep older workers

better, says Lau.

mentally nimble and relevant to the

the idea of the corporate ladder itself.
In its recent report, Gamification and

Still, David Phalaris, director and
co-founder of Maloya Games, believes

By setting up the right drivers (see

Phalaris points out that games are

workforce. ‘Games are also the glue

that the power of gamification is mostly

panel), employers can make work

between generations,’ he concludes.

untapped in corporate settings. ‘If

processes more meaningful and

‘They bring people together.’

corporations compared the outcomes

drive engagement. This could be

of their gamified and traditional training

particularly useful in areas that can be

AB

David Ho, journalist
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Fishing for millennials
Hooking the next generation requires employers to understand what drives this new
breed of finance professionals, and then tailor their recruitment strategies accordingly
The much-reported skills shortage

54

Millennials tend to be very brand

attraction at Deloitte, ‘be honest and

across the professional accountancy

aware. Managers need to think about

authentic because there’s nothing worse

market and shifting client demands

how their company comes across.

than selling a dream that isn’t true’.

have meant that the onus is

Employer branding is not about whizzy

Part of your brand is your work

increasingly on employers to tempt in

logos or fancy mission statements, but

culture, including attitude to work-

the talent from a pool that has different

about articulating and demonstrating

life balance. Flexible working, for

expectations and requirements than

your organisation’s values to potential

example, is increasingly a deal-breaker

in the past. To get smarter about your

recruits. Your corporate social

in recruitment ‘negotiations’. According

recruitment strategy, it’s important to

responsibility policy is likely to be

to the most recent Hays Salary Guide,

understand what motivates the next

scrutinised, so make sure you have one.

work-life balance is the most important

generation of finance professionals.

But, warns Jamie Bampton, head of

factor after salary for a third of finance
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professionals when considering a new

than the endgame, and to recognise

give you a wider pool of talent to choose

role. Home or remote working is the

that candidates will see investments in

from. Also, as insights manager at ACCA

most sought-after flexible working

their development as a bonus.

Clive Webb warns: ‘Be conscious of

option (61% compared to the UK

Indeed, this generation is all about

unconscious bias when thinking about

average of 50%) and combined with a

lifelong learning. While they increasingly

generous holiday allowance can act as

see this as their own responsibility, the

a strong differentiator for employers

employer still needs to be able to offer

Self-determining

facing hiring challenges.

ongoing training and development

‘The way millennials engage with

opportunities, and ensure that this

employers has shifted’, says James

accommodate this, even if it takes

learning culture is embedded within

Saunders, managing director of

some adjustment of mindset and

the business (see also ACCA’s report

specialist recruitment software company

of operational processes. If you are

Learning for the future at bit.ly/ACCA-

4MAT. ‘They are more aware of their

serious about offering it, make sure line

future-learning). In addition, career

value and don’t want to be sold to.

managers are on board, as it is often at

progression is important to young

They want to make educated decisions

this level where the model falls down.

professionals, so you need to be explicit

for themselves. They buy products by

And include it in the job advert.

about the career path from the outset.

researching online and reading reviews

It is therefore worth trying to

This requirement for employers to

background and education.’

– their search for jobs is no different.’

trust employees to work in ways that suit

Of course, these digital natives

them is also contributing to ‘flattening’

manage the whole process online.

the hierarchical structure. Millennials

‘They rely on careers sites, job boards

often expect their relationships with their
employer to be along the lines of ‘adult
to adult’ rather than ‘parent to child’.

See the potential
The days of recruiting oven-ready
graduates are long gone. Bearing in
mind that many roles of the future
don’t yet exist, a more future-proof

Many roles of the
future don’t yet
exist, so recruit the
candidates who are
flexible, adaptable
and have the ability
to learn new things

and social media, usually accessed
via their phones, to hear about new
opportunities, find out about corporate
culture and apply,’ says James Brent,
director at Hays Accountancy & Finance.
So if you’re not selling your company
online and using all these channels to
market the role, you just won’t find the
top talent – or they won’t find you.

strategy would revolve around recruiting

Research by LinkedIn suggests that

accountants who are flexible, adaptable

only 15% of jobseekers are active, and

and have the ability to learn new things.

Before drafting the job spec, it’s worth

the combination of scarce skills and high

pausing to make sure you’re not just

employment means the best candidates

way individuals are recruited, moving

trying to replace like for like, but have

don’t apply for jobs at all. So employers

away from job descriptions and instead

explored other approaches – both to

need to embrace all forms of marketing

focusing on personal attributes – say, an

the role itself and to the sort of person

and have an active and passive

aptitude for learning, a creative streak

who would be suited to it. For example,

candidate-attraction strategy, Saunders

or an analytical mind. ‘These days we’re

just because the previous incumbent in

advises. ‘Think about where the people

looking for candidates with personalities

the role was university-educated doesn’t

you are targeting hang out and create

and life experience, but also for those

mean that their replacement has to

content that links to that persona.’

who can engage with technology,’ says

be. Research from Hays Accountancy

Graeme Tennick, partner at Graeme

and Finance shows that a quarter of

and the company website to publish

Tennick & Co Chartered Certified

employers in the sector have turned to

case studies of real-life employees at

Accountants in Northumberland.

apprentices in the last year.

the level you’re looking to hire, showing

But this signals a huge shift in the

He also advises using social media

Emotional intelligence and the ability

By ignoring the detail around the

what they’re doing and why they love it.

to communicate in different ways with

candidate’s education, you’re more

After all, how better than to use a fish to

different clients is critical, he says.

likely to consider them on the basis

catch a fish?

So it is best to view the job
description as a starting point rather

AB

of their experience, approach and
aforementioned aptitudes. This will also

Rachel Willcox, journalist
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The view from

£250m

Jack Mitchell ACCA, deputy head of finance technology,
Government Finance Function, and keen traveller
I start my day quite early,

a food manufacturer in

as I am most productive in

the private sector while

the morning. I travel a lot,

I completed most of my

The annual cost to councils of business

so I often catch up on emails

studies. I started my current

rates avoidance.

while on the move. I spend

role in July last year and

Source: Local Government Association

a lot of the day meeting

there has been a steep

colleagues both in person

learning curve to improve

Code of Audit Practice

and remotely. I try to finish

my understanding of the

my day on time, but inevitably there can

products available commercially, as well

A new Code of Audit Practice for

be the occasional late evening to ensure

as learning about what technologies

auditors of local public bodies was

everything gets done.

may be available to us in the near future.

(NAO) as AB went to press. It will come

I work within the finance shared

This is the first role I have taken outside

into effect in April, if approved by

services and technology team, which

of the traditional finance world of

parliament. NAO chief Gareth Davies

helps deliver financial processes

monthly and annual reporting. While it

said: ‘The new Code puts greater

for government. My role involves

has been a fantastic challenge and given

emphasis on timely and effective

supporting government departments on

me the opportunity to develop new

reporting by local auditors. Its focus on

their technology journeys, scanning the

skills, there is definitely a part of me that

the areas that are important to local

market for new technology, and working

still misses proper number crunching

bodies will help them to strengthen

with vendors to ensure the products

and a good Excel spreadsheet.

their arrangements for securing value

are suitable for use across government.

for taxpayers, and provide transparency

My main contacts are financiers and

My advice to those starting out on

and accountability for the public on how

technology leads across central

their careers would be to consider

well their money is being spent.’ Read

government, as well as tech vendors.

the wide range of roles available

published by the National Audit Office

within finance. The profession is

more in the next (April) issue of AB.

ACCA’s Cert PFM
ACCA’s new Certificate in Public

I have a varied background – in

changing as technology develops and

inventory and project accounting in

this will in turn evolve the role of the

the public sector and previously for

accountant.

Financial Management (Cert PFM)
qualification is now available for public
sector employees and those looking
to work in the sector. It is designed to
equip people with stronger and more
relevant budgeting, financial reporting
and financial management skills
specifically for the public sector. The
course covers the foundations of public
sector finance, ensuring employees have
a core understanding of what is involved
in using information that is essential to
those in public sector roles.

56

Outside of work, my favourite activity

While my role
has given me the
opportunity to
develop new skills,
there is a part of
me that misses
a good Excel
spreadsheet

is travel. I like to make the most of my
time off by seeing as much of the world
as possible (and of course for the lowest
price!). I am planning a trip to South
America later this year.

AB

Keep up!
See a compilation of AB’s public
sector articles from the last year at
abuk.accaglobal.com.
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Power ranger
Senior civil servant Sue Gray reflects on her secondment to Northern Ireland’s
Department of Finance, and how diversity of thought can improve decision-making
In her Whitehall role as the Cabinet
Office’s director general of propriety
and ethics, Sue Gray was dubbed ‘the
most powerful woman in Britain’ by the
ConservativeHome website.
Today, though, she has a very different
role, as permanent secretary of Northern
Ireland’s Department of Finance.
The smart modern office in Bangor
overlooking Belfast Lough is a far cry
from the department’s somewhat tired
former headquarters in the Stormont
Estate, the Belfast site of the Northern
Ireland Assembly. The new location
and new leadership feel symbolic of a
wind of change blowing through the
Northern Ireland Civil Service (NICS).
Gray is now one of Britain’s most
senior civil servants and has become
a reforming leader of government
administration in Northern Ireland. She
is enthused. ‘I’m loving it – loving the
job, loving the people I’m working with.
It’s great,’ she says but adds: ‘I hadn’t

Sue Gray and Open Government
Network chair Colm Burns at the
launch of a £30,000 fund to encourage
the innovative use of open data.

realised how different it would be from
meetings between senior civil servants

She adds that the failure for some

and ministers and their special advisers

to minute key meetings with ministers

Cabinet Office, having been seconded

were not minuted and decisions went

‘is an example of how there is a need

for two years to Northern Ireland.

unrecorded. Senior civil servants did

to professionalise aspects of how the

With that period now nearly up, she

not sufficiently assert themselves when

service works. Obviously some things

intends to extend for another year. The

ministers overstepped the mark, the

have not quite worked.’ That also means

arrangement is probably unique: staff

inquiry was told. The mismanagement

a change to the style and content of

transfers between the two services at a

of the renewable heat incentive is

Northern Ireland’s administration.

senior level are rare.

estimated to have cost the public

the Civil Service I’d come from.’
Gray remains employed by the

Few would deny the need for cultural
reform of the NICS. The renewable heat

Fresh perspective

finances at least £240m.
Coghlin’s report is due soon. ‘We’ve

There is a perception that NICS

incentive provided a sharp example of

used this time until the report is

recruits from a narrow pool of like-

what can go wrong – the mismanaged

published to be looking, listening and

minded people, but Gray is clear

project triggered the collapse of the

getting on with things,’ Gray says. ‘We

that greater diversity improves

Northern Ireland devolved government

could never have had the capability and

outcomes, as does internal challenge.

three years ago. A public inquiry,

the skills that GB had available. That is

She talks warmly of her relationship

chaired by Patrick Coghlin, heard that

something we can learn from.’

with her former boss, the head of the
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UK Civil Service Jeremy Heywood,
who died in 2018.

i

CV

‘He had me at the table,’ she explains.

– is another example of consultation.
Gray is not afraid of introducing

‘Why did he have me there? Because I

2018

change and talks of developing new

was challenging, and I think differently.

Permanent secretary, Department of

procurement arrangements. Her

I’d had a different background to a lot

Finance, Northern Ireland

department is also making progress

of people around the table. I’m not

with open data. ‘If we can publish

an accountant. I’m not an economist.

2012

more of our data in a form that enables

I haven’t done a finance job before. I

Director general of propriety and ethics

people to use it, and come back to us

bring a challenge to the way you think

and head of private offices group in the

with ways we might do things better,

and the way things are done. You have

Cabinet Office

then that is something we should

to be careful how you use it, but that
diversity of thought is hugely important.’
This is significant for the future of
personnel policy – a responsibility of the

embrace,’ she says.

1990s

The department has also had some

Roles at the Department for Transport

success on dormant bank accounts.

and then the Cabinet Office

Legislation was passed in 2008 while

Department of Finance. Gray explains

the Northern Ireland Assembly was

that she wants to see a greater flow

1980s

functioning, but there was little

of people moving across the various

Career break, which included running a

follow-up in terms of releasing money

sectors, as has become the case on the

pub on the outskirts of Newry

to charities and community groups.

UK mainland.

Now, money is being freed up for

1977

release through the National Lottery

servants going out on secondment,

Administrative assistant at Department

Community Fund.

whether it’s to the private sector, the

for Health and Social Security

‘I’d love to see some NICS civil

public sector, the charitable sector or
back with that experience,’ she says.

An absence of professional expertise
in some NICS areas is likely to be

another civil service, and then coming

highlighted by the renewable heat
ministers to make those challenging

incentive inquiry. This could lead

policy judgments. I think the Civil

to more opportunities for finance

announcement of the restoration of

Service has been doing a great job in

professionals. ‘We want to have finance

the Northern Ireland Executive, Gray

keeping the place going. But we do

professionals coming in, in the way that

highlighted the challenges the public

need ministers.’

we want to have professionals coming in

Speaking before January’s

sector administration teams faced

Public engagement can, to an extent,

in other areas,’ Gray says. ‘But we also

during the three years without an

provide some legitimacy around those

elected devolved government. ‘It’s been

decisions that have had to be taken. ‘In

very, very difficult,’ she says. ‘There are

the absence of democratically elected

include more training in digital services,

a number of issues where you need

ministers, we make sure that what we’re

assessment centres for commercial and

doing is not just from our own ideas

project management skills, and ‘pop-up

but that we are actually consulting and

academies’ that run intensive training

engaging,’ she explains.

sessions. Initiatives include greater

‘I’m loving the job
and the people
I’m working with.
I hadn’t realised
how different it
would be from the
Civil Service I’ve
come from’

One example is the comprehensive

want to develop the people we have.’
Other skills development approaches

adoption of agile working practices,

programme of engagement by the

external recruitment and better

Department of Finance in its review of

opportunities for internal candidates to

business rates, which attracted nearly

progress faster and higher.

250 written responses, and a series of

Nearly two years into her secondment,

public meetings. ‘The plan, when we get

Gray remains positive about the future

ministers back, is to put those responses

of Northern Ireland. ‘There is an energy

and the emerging conclusions to

here and a real keenness,’ she says.

ministers,’ Gray explains.

‘People do want to be the best.’

AB

The department’s Innovation Lab
– which engages with the public to
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consider new ways of providing services

Paul Gosling, journalist
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Ticket to ride
The presentation of profit or loss faces major changes as
the IASB’s primary financial statements project reaches
the exposure draft milestone. Adam Deller explains
Every month I write this column from

new standards in revenue, financial

Liverpool, in the UK. Two things have

instruments, insurance contracts and

dominated the city’s cultural landscape

leases. But before embarking on the

over recent years. First, it is the

next part of the journey, the IASB is

birthplace of the Beatles – sadly, this

looking to slow down a little so that it

has little relevance to the world of

can deal with any maintenance needs.

financial reporting, although getting

As this column has mentioned over

any new legislation over the line often

and over, the central theme for the IASB

involves a ‘long and winding road’. So it

is ‘better communication in financial

is the second of these that we will focus

reporting’. The direction of the major

on: the city’s obsession with football.

consultations in 2020 highlight this

The managers of Liverpool Football
Club can become so well known that

thread. At the recent Meet the Experts
conference in London, IASB board
member Nick Anderson said: ‘The

CPD

common theme is about maintaining
and strengthening the relevance of

The aim is to
ensure tomorrow’s
accounting needs
are not hindered
by yesterday’s
presentation
requirements

financial reporting.’
Of these ongoing consultations, one
of the most far reaching is the primary
financial statements project. A top
priority for investors for a number of
years, this consistently ranks high in
agenda consultations, but the magical
mystery tour has finally arrived at the
point where an exposure draft has been
issued. It proposes a number of changes
to the layout of financial statements.

their comments make the news. One

Income statement

of the most recent managers, Brendan

The most significant change is likely

Rodgers, declared that managing the

to be the introduction of three newly

club was like ‘building an aircraft while

defined subtotals. The IASB chairman

flying it’. That is often the case with

Hans Hoogervorst recently said: ‘One

financial reporting. A day in the life of

of the reasons why non-GAAP became

a standards-setter involves constantly

so popular is that we ourselves have not

responding to an ever-changing

provided much structure to the income

corporate landscape.

statement.’ The IASB is not content to

That is the current status of a

let it be, and it is hoped that the primary

great many developments within the

financial statements project’s expanded

International Accounting Standards

guidance may lead to a decrease in the

Board (IASB). The board has introduced

use of non-GAAP measures.
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The first subtotal being defined

contained in these two sections

concept, but it is one where there can

is currently commonly shown as

be significant discrepancies. As part

investment income and finance costs,

of the development of its proposals,

with limited additional detail.

the IASB sampled 100 sets of company

*

financial statements. Of these, 63

The investing section will contain
income from investments

showed some form of operating

generating returns separately from

profit subtotal, but closer inspection

the ‘core’ business, splitting them

revealed nine different alternatives for

into the different types of income.

the calculation. The IASB is therefore
proposing a set definition of this

CPD

financing sections. The information

is operating profit. This isn’t a new

*

The financing section will also detail
more lines, identifying the different

subtotal, with the operating section

types of interest expenses and

containing all income and expenses

income. The IASB believes there is

from an entity’s main business activities.

an important difference between

While this seems sensible enough,

the variety of finance cost items

there is another change in this section.

such as the unwinding of discounts

An entity that generates any income or

and simple interest on debt,

expenses from investments or financing

which should be reflected in the

activities as part of its main business

statement. While this will make the

activities would record such items within

statement of profit or loss longer,

operating profit. This places such items

the disaggregation should produce

in the same section as other operating

more useful information.

costs, rather than in investment income
or finance costs as is currently the case.
Three more sections follow this

Statement of cashflows
There are also proposed changes to

operating section of the statement of

the statement of cashflows. Now the

profit or loss. The first is a single line,

IASB is proposing a set definition of

relating to integral associates and joint

operating profit, it is recommendation

ventures, which will be followed by

is that the indirect reconciliation should

another subtotal – for operating profit

begin at this operating profit line, rather

and share of profit or loss of integral

than beginning at profit before tax and

associates and joint ventures. This has

removing the investment income and

been contentious, with many a hard

finance costs. Further to this, there are

day’s night spent on working out what

proposals to remove the classification

is integral and what is non-integral.
Currently, the IASB is defining one of
these as integral if its disposal is likely to
impact underlying operating profits.
In addition to their separation in
the statement of profit or loss, they
would be separated in the statement of
cashflows and the statement of financial
position. Investments in integral and
non-integral associates or joint ventures
would be shown in separate lines in
both statements.
Below this subtotal, we come to the

The IASB
proposes to define
management
performance
measures as
subtotals of
income and
expenses

two new sections, the investing and
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options for interest and dividends in

manager, I’ll end it with one from

the statement of cashflows. Currently,

probably the club’s most famous

interest paid and dividends paid could

manager of all. Bill Shankly once said:

be recorded in operating or financing

‘Some people think football is a matter

activities, whereas interest received and

of life and death. I don’t like that

dividends received can be shown in

attitude. I can assure them it is much

operating or investing activities.

more serious than that.’

Under the IASB’s proposals for non-

Financial reporting may not carry

financial entities, the interest paid and

the same passion or importance, but

the dividends paid would be required

it is essential to the business world

to be shown within financing activities,

that financial statements maintain their

whereas the interest received and the

relevance. While this exposure draft

dividends received would be reflected

may not lead to a revolution, it is likely

in investing activities.

to change the presentation of the
statement of profit or loss in a major way.

Disclosure items

The projected conclusion to the project

Under the proposals, entities would be

is a new standard replacing IAS 1,

required to disclose unusual income

Presentation of Financial Statements.

and expenses in a single note to the

It would also have an impact on many

accounts. The exposure draft defines

other accounting standards, so will be a

unusual income and expenses as

significant change.

income and expenses with limited

The steps proposed by the IASB
are another step in getting better

reasonable to expect that items similar

information to help the users. The aim

in type and value will not arise for

is to improve comparability, to produce

several future accounting periods. The

clearer disclosure and ultimately to

disclosure would explain the event, the

produce a clearly understandable

amount and where it has been recorded

picture for users.

in the financial statements.
In addition, the IASB proposes to

There are certainly going to be
significant developments along the

define management performance

journey in the financial reporting world

measures (MPMs) as ‘subtotals of

and the work being done now on the

income and expenses that:

aircraft is designed to ensure that

*

are used in public communications

tomorrow’s accounting needs are not

outside financial statements

hindered by yesterday’s presentation

*

complement totals or subtotals

requirements.

*

communicate to users of financial

accept a little help from its friends on

statements management’s

the journey, and comments can be

view of an aspect of an entity’s

made on the exposure draft until 30

performance’.

June 2020.

specified by IFRS Standards

CPD

predictive value. This means it is

As always, the IASB is happy to

AB

These would have to be disclosed in a
single note to the financial statements.

Adam Deller is a financial reporting

So that we can work it out, there will also

specialist and lecturer.

be a requirement to reconcile the MPM
to the most directly comparable total or
subtotal specified by IFRS Standards.
Having started this column with
a quote from a recent Liverpool FC

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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Technical update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a
roundup of the latest developments in audit, reporting, tax and law
Audit and Reporting

information in the most useful way

of certain crossborder tax-planning

for investors. Companies would

arrangements to HMRC, with reports to

Brydon report

also be required to provide better

be submitted within specified periods. A

The Independent Review into the

analysis of their operating expenses,

specified period is:

Quality and Effectiveness of Audit was

and to identify and explain in

issued as the decade drew to a close

the notes any unusual income

*

(see page 42). You can see what ACCA

or expenses.

has said at bit.ly/ACCA-brydon.

crossborder arrangement was
made between 25 June 2018 and

ifrs-ed-genpres.

1 July 2020, the period beginning
on 1 July 2020 and ending on

Tax

General Presentation and Disclosures

31 August 2020

*

in a case where the relevant

(Primary Financial Statements) sets out

Professional conduct

general presentation and disclosure

Professional Conduct in Relation

obligation in accordance with

requirements relevant for all companies

to Taxation (PCRT) sets out the

regulation 7, the period of 30

and would replace IAS 1, Presentation of

fundamental principles and standards

days beginning on the date that

Financial Statements (see also page 18).

of tax planning behaviour that all

notification is received

It is open for comment until 30 June and

members, affiliates and students must

highlights that:

follow. It is jointly produced by the

*

Companies would be required to

professional bodies to support our

earliest of the day after the

provide three new profit subtotals,

members by describing the standards of

day the reportable crossborder

including operating profit.

behaviour expected.

arrangement is made available for

PCRT has been beneficial for

Operating profit is commonly

of 30 days beginning on the

implementation to the relevant
taxpayer; the day after the day the

currently defined by IFRS Standards,

*

a better articulation of the existing

reportable crossborder arrangement

principles around integrity and

is ready for implementation by the

ethical behaviour

relevant taxpayer; and the day the

*

focusing attention on reputational

first step in the implementation

risks involved with tax planning

of the reportable crossborder

*

a better awareness of the new

arrangement is made in relation to

Companies would be required to
disclose management performance
measures – subtotals of income and
expenses that are not specified in
IFRS Standards – in a single note
to the financial statements. In this

standards, with professional bodies
actively promoting these in their

the relevant taxpayer.
Find details at bit.ly/si-2020-25.

courses and updates.

note, companies would be required

You can view the updated PCRT report,

Engagement letters

to explain why the measures

issued in February 2020, and guidance

Information on the update to Factsheet:

provide useful information and

at bit.ly/ACCA-pcrt.

Engagement letters for tax practitioners

how they are calculated, and to

*

in any other case, a period

members, resulting in:

between companies difficult.

*

*

taxpayer is notified of a reporting

reported by companies but is not
making meaningful comparisons

62

implementation of a reportable

You can see the consultation at bit.ly/

Presentation and disclosure
Exposure Draft and comment letters –

in a case where the first step in the

and the new additional subcontractor

provide a reconciliation to the most

Disclosure

guidance from a collaborative working

comparable profit subtotal specified

The International Tax Enforcement

party of ACCA, ATT, CIOT, AAT and

by IFRS Standards.

(Disclosable Arrangements) Regulations

STEP, as well as details of when it will

There is proposed new guidance

2020 SI 2020/25 come into force

be available, can be found at

to help companies disaggregate

from 1 July. It requires the disclosure

bit.ly/ACCA-engagement.
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Late filing penalties
You may remember HMRC vs Rogers
and other cases where the first-tier
tribunal (FTT) ruled against HMRC
regarding whether a notice to file
needed to be issued by a ‘flesh-andblood’ officer. HMRC has appealed
and it was successful in its appeals
on grounds 2, 3 and 4 below. The
grounds were:
1. The FTT had no jurisdiction, in the
taxpayers’ appeals against penalties
imposed under Schedule 55, to
consider whether a valid notice
under s8 of the Taxes Management
Act 1970 (TMA) had been issued.

CGT in-year requirement is on the way

2. The FTT wrongly applied a literal

Many individuals may easily overlook the in-year capital gains tax (CGT) reporting

interpretation of s8 of TMA by

and payment requirements that apply from April – the most obvious group being

concluding that it required an officer

those involved in buy to let. The in-year requirement is that a return and payment of

to be identified when a notice to file

CGT is made within 30 days following the completion day for a UK land (including

under s8 was issued.

buildings) transaction when there is a charge to capital gains tax. There are very few

3. The FTT was wrong to conclude that
s8(1) of TMA required a notice to file

exemptions, including when no amount is payable or the tax return is filed within the
30 days of the date of disposal in a new tax year.

to be issued by a ‘flesh-and-blood’
officer rather than a computer.
4. Even if it had the requisite

You may have seen the limited and

*

Determine if the off-payroll rules

jurisdiction, the FTT should not

narrow review being undertaken by the

have considered whether a notice

government to:

extend beyond April 2020. You can

under s8 of TMA was issued, or

*

gather evidence from affected

use HMRC’s Check Employment

individuals and businesses to

Status for Tax service to do this.

validly issued, because that was not
a pleaded ground of challenge in

ensure smooth implementation of

the taxpayers’ Notices of Appeal

the reforms

and was not therefore in dispute
between the parties. HMRC was

*

can be taken to ensure the smooth
and successful implementation of

FTT considering a matter that was

the reforms.

Start talking to your contractors
about whether the off-payroll rules
apply to their role.

determine if any further steps

denied procedural fairness by the
not in dispute.

*

apply for any contracts that will

*

Put processes in place to determine
if the off-payroll rules apply to
future engagements. These might

Please continue to share your concerns

include who in your organisation

You can read the case and decision at

and issues with this legislation, including

should make a determination

bit.ly/hmrc-rogers.

the impact on the entrepreneurs with

and how payments will be made

which your business engages, via

to contractors within the off-

Off-payroll

advisory@accaglobal.com.

payroll rules.

As a reminder, HMRC’s limited

Large, medium-sized businesses,

From a practical viewpoint,

charities and public bodies are

guidance states:

undertaking the assessments takes

receiving notification of the changes in

*

Look at your current workforce

time and requires those assessing

(including those engaged through

to have a knowledge of the work

many other bodies continue to highlight

agencies and other intermediaries)

undertaken and also the terminology

the impact and damage to the economy

to identify those individuals who

used. This is why many in the private

of the off-payroll changes due to be

are supplying their services through

sector have already (as was the

implemented in April.

personal service companies.

experience in the public sector)

a guidance link from HMRC. ACCA and
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removed startup businesses from their

the employment law suite of factsheets,

list of suppliers.

which includes a contract of

to update their records relating to

employment and computer use policy

the beneficial ownership of corporate

More at bit.ly/ACCA-guides-checks.

clients: ‘Firms also need to understand

The Check Employment Status for
Tax (CEST) tool has been updated,
allowing for workers’ details not to

the ownership and control structure

be entered. The tool states: ‘If you do

AML

of their corporate customers, and

not know who the worker is, the tool will

A number of changes have been

record any difficulties encountered in

not ask questions about the worker’s

enacted by UK legislation to reflect the

identifying beneficial ownership.’

circumstances. You will still get a

fifth Money Laundering Directive, and

determination that HMRC will stand by.’

firms need to review their anti-money

for firms to report to Companies

Find out more at bit.ly/hmrc-cest and at

laundering processes. The changes were

House discrepancies between the

bit.ly/ACCA-tax-home.

effective from 10 January, with guidance

information the firm holds on their

being updated or in the process of

customers and the information held

being revised. They have the largest

in the Companies House Register.

impact on letting agents, art dealers

This means that accountants will

Guides and checklists

and cryptocurrency dealers but will

need to inform Companies House

ACCA has made available free to

also impact other businesses including

if there’s a discrepancy between the

members a number of simple checklists.

accountancy and other regulated firms.

information that they hold about

The changes include the requirement

a beneficial owner of a company,

Law

These include Checklist: Staying within

In addition, there is a new requirement

the law when using social media,

that firms assess new and additional

limited liability partnership, or Scottish

which includes a number of pointers

high-risk factors when deciding on the

limited or qualifying partnership and

for businesses to follow. This short

need for enhanced due diligence. The

the information that’s on the People

checklist can also be read alongside

Financial Conduct Authority highlights

with Significant Control (PSC) register.

that these may occur where:

Companies House has a narrow but

*

there are relevant transactions

important power to rectify the register in

between parties based in high-risk

the case of such discrepancies, and may

third countries

evaluate whether false or misleading

*

the customer is the beneficiary of a

information has been publicly filed and

life insurance policy

use their power to penalise. Find out

*

the customer is a third-country

more at bit.ly/rep-psc.

*

Budget 2020

*

national seeking residence rights or

Enhanced due diligence (EDD) red-

citizenship in exchange for transfers

flag transactions process requirements

of capital, purchase of a property,

have been tightened. The Solicitors

government bonds or investment in

Regulation Authority (SRA) has a useful

corporate entities

reminder within its guidance on this

non-face-to-face business

area, stating that ‘Changes to existing

relationships or transactions

enhanced due diligence requirements

without certain safeguards – for

mean that you must apply EDD in all the

example, as set out in regulation

following circumstances (formerly it was

28 (19) concerning electronic

only necessary if all the listed elements

identification processes

were met):

transactions related to oil, arms,

*
*

where the transaction is complex

*

where there is an unusual pattern

precious metals, tobacco products,

where the transaction is unusually

ACCA will send its Budget update

cultural artefacts, ivory or other

to members on the evening of the

items related to protected species,

Budget on 11 March. To see further

or archaeological, historical, cultural

support, visit bit.ly/ACCA-budget20.

and religious significance, or of rare

or transactions have no apparent

See also page 70.

scientific value.

economic or legal purpose (formerly

Find out more at bit.ly/fca-aml-regs.

64

There is also a requirement for firms

large or
of transactions, or the transaction

both conditions had to be satisfied).
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Whether a transaction is ‘complex’ or
‘unusually large’ should be judged in
relation to the normal activity of the
practice and the normal activity of
the client.’
More at bit.ly/sra-amend.
Finally, training requirements for
staff are extended to include any
agents a practice may use for the
purpose of its business where they are
involved in the identification, mitigation,
prevention or detection of moneylaundering or terrorist financing risk

Farm subsidies remain the same

within the business.

The Direct Payments to Farmers (Legislative Continuity) (DPLC) Bill provides

CCAB is working on updating the
Anti-money Laundering Guidance for

governments across the UK powers to administer direct payments to farmers for
2020. The chancellor has confirmed the same level of funding for 2020 as for 2019.

the Accountancy Sector. ACCA will
include an update on the website as
soon as the guidance is released. Visit

is carried out by the vast majority of

form to a double-glazing company

bit.ly/ACCA-aml-cyb.

organisations. Businesses from sole

requesting a quote. By sending

traders through to large corporations

this quote to the individual, the

produced a series of factsheets and

as well as the public sector, charities,

company is responding to the

policy documents to help both new and

political parties and other not-for-profit

individual’s request, and so the

experienced practitioners in complying

organisations all use direct marketing as

marketing is solicited.

with their anti-money laundering

a tool to grow their business or publicise

obligations, addressing:

their causes and aims.’

ACCA’s Technical Advisory team has

*
*
*
*

firm-wide risk assessment

It’s stated that the code helps

*

When they requested the quote
for double-glazing, the individual
also ticked a box opting in to

AML policy

businesses comply with and

receiving information about future

AML procedures

demonstrate compliance with data

home improvement offers from the

the suspicious activity report (SAR)

protection and e-privacy rules when

company. A few months later, the

process

processing data for direct marketing

company sends an email with details

*

the role of the money-laundering

purposes or conducting direct

reporting officer

marketing campaigns. It contains a

This is unsolicited marketing because

*
*
*

client due diligence

number of examples that look at specific

the customer did not contact the

client risk assessment

scenarios where GDPR and Privacy and

company to specifically request

effective AML training programmes.

Electronic Communications Regulations

information about that particular offer.

2003 (PECR) apply.

However, this does not mean that the

You can find this and other AML support

The following is an example that will

at bit.ly/ACCA-aml-reg.

of a new offer.

company should not have sent details;

apply to many businesses, including

they can do so because the individual

Data protection

practitioners, highlighting the

has consented to receiving these offers.

The Information Commissioner’s Office

distinctions between solicited direct

(ICO) has issued a consultation on

marketing (marketing material that

is happy to receive further marketing

a direct marketing code of practice

the person has specifically requested),

in future, and is likely to mean that

that will be open until 4 March, with

unsolicited direct marketing where

unsolicited marketing is lawful. But it is

the final version intended to be laid

the client has opted to receive future

still likely to be unsolicited marketing,

before parliament and issued later this

information, with the PECR rules

which means the PECR rules apply.

year. The ICO is clear on the impact,

applying, and unsolicited direct

highlighting that ‘processing personal

marketing without any consent:

bit.ly/ico-mark-cons. Find guidance at

data for direct marketing purposes

*

bit.ly/ACCA-aml-guidance.

An individual submits an online

An opt-in means that the individual

The consultation is available at
AB
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Who’s in charge?
Establishing who is the agent and who is the principal in a business transaction is a key
challenge when implementing IFRS 15. Jianming (Steve) Chen ACCA sheds some light
When accounting for revenue under

summary, the entity controls the good/

IFRS 15, it isn’t always obvious whether

service (and is therefore the principal) if

the business is a principal or an agent

the following apply:

in a transaction. Yet the difference is

*

an important one. If a business is a

acquisition costs are paid to the agent;

for fulfilling the promise to provide
the goods or services.

principal, it needs to recognise revenue
on a gross basis, and the associated

The entity is primarily responsible

*

The entity bears inventory risk both
before and after the goods have

if it is an agent, it needs to recognise

been ordered by a customer. For

revenue on a net basis.

example, a car dealer may have

The impact on net profits is the same

the right to return unsold cars to

regardless of whether the entity is a

the manufacturer; in this case, the

principal or an agent, although ratios

manufacturer bears the inventory

such as cashflow to revenue and profit

risk and is therefore the principal,

margins tend to be higher if the entity is

while the dealer is the agent.

an agent rather than a principal because
total revenue is usually lower.

*

So what are the definitions of principal

The entity has discretion to set
prices and receive benefit in terms
of sales income. In some industries,

and agent, and what practical difficulties

the entity may not have the absolute

does the distinction throw up?

right to determine the selling price,
but it is still regarded as a principal.

Making the distinction

For example, a book publisher is

A principal is an entity that controls the

free to determine the selling price

specified good or service before it is

for each book, but the bookstore

transferred to the customer. An agent

or retailer has the right to cap the

is therefore a party that arranges for

selling price or discount books if

the provision of goods or services by

they are not popular.

another party. To help assess whether
the entity controls the specified good

66

*

The entity receives a consideration
that is not in the form of a

or service, the standard provides some

commission. For instance, a

indicators (paragraphs B34–B38). In

restaurant on a large cruise ship may
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offer coupons to customers, and

of the artists can be sourced elsewhere

the cruise company can buy those

and are not therefore unique to Napster,

coupons in advance at a low price

although as users may primarily rely on

and resell them to customers at a

playlists recommended by Napster, it is

higher price. The cruise company is

reasonable to be a principal in this case.

therefore the principal for reselling

*

Tencent provides live broadcast,

coupons. However, if it also receives

video streaming subscription and online

a commission from the restaurant

games to users. It recognises revenue

for each coupon used by the cruise

on a gross basis, as it has freedom to set

company’s customers, that is a

prices and is primarily responsible for

separate income stream, and the

delivering those services to customers.

cruise company is now the agent.

Groupon is a website that allows

The entity has exposure to credit

subscribers to purchase products or

risk for the amount receivable from

services online. It currently reports direct

a customer. Retail companies do not

sales on a gross basis, as it is primarily

normally focus on this criterion, as

responsible for fulfilling the contract

their customers are often required
to pay in advance before they can
obtain goods or services.
An entity will be a principal even if all
the above indicators are not fully met,
so judgment may still be needed in
determining whether the entity is a
principal or an agent.

Real-life complexities
Here are some real-life examples to
illustrate the distinctions outlined in

A principal is
an entity that
controls the
specified good or
service before it
is transferred to
the customer

the indicators listed above, and the
complexities that arise from them.
Ride-hailing company Uber offers a
network of independent taxi drivers to

including the costs of inventory and

users of its app. Uber sets the fares and

shipping. Some third-party revenue such

receives a share of fees from each taxi

as the sale of flight tickets is reported on

ride provided by each driver. It currently

a net basis, as Groupon is not primarily

recognises revenue on a net basis, as it

responsible for fulfilling the contract.

mainly receives commission from each

Google Apps (which sells apps via

driver. However, there are arguments

the Google Play store) currently reports

that it should change to a gross basis as

revenue from in-app purchases on a net

it controls the service – by, for example,

basis because Google only provides a

setting the fares charged.

platform for developers’ apps and earns

Music download service Napster
pays artists based on the number of

a commission based on that.
It is no coincidence that all these

songs downloaded/played. It currently

examples are from e-commerce. The

recognises revenue on a gross basis

accounting for revenue by this sector

because it regards itself as a principal,

under IFRS 15 is particularly complex.

AB

as it provides a music service, including
a wide choice of songs. However, it

Jianming (Steve) Chen ACCA is a

could be argued that songs from most

freelance accounting lecturer.
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A closer fit?
Yousouf Hansye FCCA explains the IFRS Standards alignment issues that are central to
the IASB’s ongoing second comprehensive review of the IFRS for SMEs standard
Part A of the RFI seeks views on

As part of its second comprehensive

Faithful representation. Would

whether the SMEs standard should

the International Accounting Standards

remain aligned with IFRS Standards. The

applying the simplified

Board (IASB) published a request

IASB’s approach is to treat alignment

requirements faithfully represent

for information (RFI) in January. The

as the starting point for developing the

the substance of the economic

RFI is designed to gather views on

RFI. There are, however, different views

whether and how the standard should

on alignment.
In determining proposals for whether

be aligned with full IFRS Standards

financial statements prepared

phenomena in words and numbers?
Part A of the RFI also seeks views on
how soon after the issue of a new IFRS

to better serve users of financial

and how to align the SMEs standard

Standard the IASB should consider

statements prepared according to the

with full IFRS Standards, the board has

aligning the SMEs standard with it.

SMEs standard, without causing undue

applied the following three principles

cost and effort for entities.

(also open to comment in the RFI):

In particular

*

Relevance to SMEs. Would the

Part B of the RFI asks whether changes

problem addressed by an IFRS

to the SMEs standard are needed to

that prepare general purpose financial

Standard make a difference to

align it with IFRS Standards (including

statements for external users and are

the decisions of users of financial

the 2018 Conceptual Framework for

not publicly accountable. It is based on

statements prepared applying the

Financial Reporting), specifically:

full IFRS Standards, with modifications

SMEs standard?

*

The standard is intended for small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)

to reflect the needs of users of financial
statements issued by SMEs and also
cost-benefit considerations.

68

*

review of the IFRS for SMEs Standard,

*

Simplicity. If the problem is relevant

IFRS 3, Business Combinations.
Are requirements for step

to SMEs, what simplifications would

acquisitions needed and should

be appropriate?

those requirements be aligned with
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IFRS 3? Should the SMEs standard

requirements on guidance and

be aligned with IFRS 3 for the

disclosure be moved to a section 2?

*

expensing of acquisition costs (with
its associated requirement for fair

*

seeking views on the merits of

consideration, subject to undue

three possible approaches: to

cost or effort) and with the IFRS 3

modify section 23 to remove the

definition of a business?

clear differences in outcomes; to

IFRS 9, Financial Instruments.

fully rewrite section 23 to reflect

Should the list of examples in

the principles and language used

section 11 be supplemented

in IFRS 15; to keep section 23

with a principle based on the

unchanged. If the board proceeds

contractual cashflow characteristics

with the first or second option, there

of the financial assets? Should

will be transition relief.

*

impairment of financial assets,
replacing the incurred loss model,
be introduced? Should the IFRS
9 definition of an issued financial
guarantee contract and the
accounting requirements be added?
IFRS 10, Consolidated Financial
Statements. Should the definition of
control in section 9 be aligned with
IFRS 10? Should the simplification
that control is presumed to exist

lease accounting model for all
leases be required, with recognition
exemptions for short-term leases

Three principles
will be applied in
any alignment:
relevance to SMEs,
simplification
and faithful
representation

and leases of low-value assets?
Should the requirements for
measuring variable lease payments,
determining the discount rate,
determining and reassessing the
term of the lease, and subsequent
measurement (reassessment)
of lease liability be simplified?
Should the existing finance lease

indirectly through subsidiaries) more

disclosures be retained?

retained and updated? Should the
IFRS 10 requirement that investment

*

IAS 19, Employee Benefits. Should
the recognition requirements for
termination benefits be aligned?

entities account for investments in

The RFI is also seeking views on

subsidiaries at fair value through

alignment with amendments to IFRS

profit and loss be introduced?

Standards and Interpretations.

IFRS 11, Joint Arrangements.
Should the joint control definition
be aligned? Should the three

Part C seeks views on topics not
addressed in the SMEs standard.
The full RFI can be accessed at

categories of joint arrangements

bit.ly/IFRS-RFI. The deadline for

in section 15 (operations, assets

comments is 27 July 2020.

and entities), the accounting

*

IFRS 16, Leases. Should a single

when the parent owns (directly or
than half the entity’s voting power be

*

with Customers. The IASB is

value measurement of contingent

the simplified approach for the

*

IFRS 15, Revenue from Contracts

After reviewing the feedback and

requirements for those categories,

considering stakeholders’ views, the

and the policy election for jointly

IASB will consider issuing an exposure

controlled entities all be retained?

draft setting out any proposed

IFRS 13, Fair Value Measurement.

changes, which will also be open for

Should the definition of fair value

public comment.

AB

and the fair value measurement
guidance be aligned? Should

Yousouf Hansye FCCA is a member

examples of how to apply the

of the IASB technical staff. The views

hierarchy be added? Should the

expressed in this article are his own.
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Scaling the red wall
What will the chancellor of the exchequer’s pledge to address ‘people and place’ in
the Budget actually mean for business, infrastructure and the north-south divide?
Having missed out on delivering a

No quick fixes

This has been brought about by a

Budget speech last year, Chancellor

KPMG is calling for significant

combination of the tapered annual

Sajid Javid now has the opportunity

investment in regional transport and

allowance, which reduces from £40,000

to show off the famous battered red

broadband connectivity, but Yael Selfin,

to as low as £10,000, and the £110,000

briefcase on 11 March. But, unlike last

its chief economist, admits there are

‘threshold income’ cliff-edge faced by

year, he also has the weight of a large

no quick fixes. ‘The Budget offers the

many NHS consultants.

Conservative majority behind him,

government an opportunity to address

thanks to Boris Johnson’s landslide

the regional disparities in the UK, but if

worsen, as any brought-forward unused

general election victory in December.

it is to make a long-lasting difference,

allowances from earlier years will now

This means that, if he so chooses

it will need to be focused on the right

have been used up in many cases,’

(AB went to press before the Budget

areas,’ she says. ‘Driving regional growth

warns James Gransby, a tax partner

was announced), the chancellor can

cannot be done from Whitehall alone.’

at RSM. ‘This is a crucial time for the

deliver a radical Budget that addresses

The ‘people’ part of the equation

problem to be resolved rather than

a number of issues that have been

could be addressed in a number of

applying more sticking-plaster solutions,

bubbling away for some time but have

different areas. The Tory manifesto

and decisive action is needed.’

not been tackled head on due to wafer-

pledged to increase the employee

Also, arguably in need of more than

thin support in the House of Commons.

a sticking-plaster solution will be the

It will also be a golden opportunity

ongoing IR35 saga, currently under

to repay the voters in the so-called
‘red-wall’ constituencies in the north of
England who backed the Conservatives
rather than stick with tradition and vote
Labour. Such a move would tie in with
the new government’s desire to become
less London-centric and push a regional
agenda that will aim to rebalance the
UK economy. Javid has said that he
will focus on ‘people and place’, but
manifesto pledges and the Queen’s

‘The government
has a golden
opportunity to drive
forward the selfemployed sector,
but it must first
protect it from a
dangerous mistake’

Speech suggest that he will not be able
Dealing with ‘place’ first, KPMG

review. The move to place the onus of
decisions on whether a contractor is an
employee onto the employer is still set
to go ahead in April.
But, as Simon McVicker, policy director
at the self-employed association IPSE,
says: ‘If this government is to truly make
Britain a place where entrepreneurs
know they can build on their ideas and
find success, it must keep its promise
and also halt these hugely damaging
changes while a full review is carried

to ignore ‘business’.

out. It has a golden opportunity to
national insurance contribution (NIC)

support and drive forward the vital

argues that the Budget offers a crucial

threshold to £9,500. This will save workers

self-employed sector, but it must first

opportunity to lift regional growth. In

earning more than £12,600 about £100

protect it from a dangerous mistake.’

a recent report, the firm says regional

a year. However, the Institute of Fiscal

inequality in the UK is not merely

Studies has previously warned that this

‘business’ together with ‘people’, it

a recent phenomenon; London’s

is ‘an extremely blunt instrument’. Less

is business rates that bring together

dominance can be traced back more

than 10% of the total gains from raising

‘business’ with ‘place’. As set out in the

than a century. However, despite some

NIC thresholds accrue to the poorest fifth

Conservative manifesto and confirmed

efforts to accelerate economic growth

of working households.

in the Queen’s Speech, the government

beyond the capital, the gap has been
widening since the 1980s.
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‘Doing nothing will see the issue

The Conservatives are also committed
to addressing the NHS pensions crisis.

While this is one area that brings

will review business rates and increase
the retail sector discount from 33% to
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It is also likely that environmental
issues will be further addressed. A
single-use plastics tax is already on
the cards, but not until April 2022.
However, more urgent action could be
brought forward.
Finally, chancellors in the past have
often taken the opportunity to tinker
with the drinks industry. The Queen’s
Speech set out plans to do more to
ensure that Scottish whisky and gin
producers are supported by the tax
system, hinting at some tax breaks for
distillers, in an industry that employs
42,000 people.
So not only will Javid have
an opportunity to shore up the
foundations of a new blue wall in
northern England, he will be able to
begin work on dismantling Hadrian’s
Wall as well.

AB

Philip Smith, journalist

50%, extending the discount to cinemas
and music venues. It will also introduce
a new discount for pubs.
In addition, it will bring forward the
next business valuations review to 2021
and move business rates’ revaluation

As well as honouring the
government’s regional agenda
Sajid Javid (pictured visiting
Trafford Park Metrolink in
Manchester) must also deal with
the NHS pensions crisis (right) and
action on environmental issues.

from a five- to a three-year cycle. This
will all be welcome news for high streets,

Alongside this, the chancellor could

which experienced a hellish Christmas

confirm changes to entrepreneurs’ relief

period and continue to do battle with

(ER), as set out in the 2018/19 Finance

online retailers. (Also expect to see more

Bill following an announcement in the

news on how internet giants are taxed.)

2018 Budget. In practice, the changes
will reduce the number of shareholders

Inheritance issue

entitled to claim ER and create additional

Javid could also be tempted to

complexity in determining whether

introduce changes to inheritance tax

claims are valid.

(IHT), particularly business property

However, some commentators

relief, which allows trading assets to

expect that these changes could be a

be passed on without incurring IHT.

first step to more significant changes,

The issue here will be around whether

which could mean less relief when

an asset is strictly a ‘trading’ asset,

selling a business. Again, this will be

and new definitions, as put forward

where ‘business’ and ‘people’ – in this

by the Office for Tax Simplification, will

case entrepreneurs – intersect for tax

tighten this up.

policy purposes.
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The gloves are off
The end of the easing-in period for Making Tax Digital for VAT means that businesses
need to get properly to grips with this multifaceted change as a matter of urgency
Like an iceberg silently moving across

days – left many unable to file their VAT

the ocean, the rigorous, full-blown

returns. Although the services, which

implementation of Making Tax Digital

connect business users’ IT systems with

(MTD) for VAT that has replaced

HMRC via application programming

the initial easing-in period presents

interfaces, were up and running shortly

businesses with the very real risk of

after the problems were discovered,

being holed below the waterline.

that will come as little comfort to those

The hidden dangers – which include

continuing to struggle with MTD.

a lack of preparation for changes in

If a business has
not been able
to fully adapt
its systems to
meet the MTD
requirements, it
now risks penalties
for late VAT filing

the way that VAT is digitally reported,

Triple whammy

combined with a naive hope that further

With the ‘soft landing’ period coming

extensions to the so-called soft landing

to an end, businesses are facing a triple

period will be granted – could leave

whammy of changes. They include

many businesses facing unexpected

mandated digital links (the effective

penalties and unwanted attention from

removal of human intervention in

challenge now is to get people to take

the tax authorities.

the VAT reporting process), digital

this seriously.’

At the same time, news that HMRC’s
digital systems crashed for a number

bookkeeping and, perhaps most
pertinently, penalties.

Campbell illustrates this point by
referring to a poll held during a webinar

of hours in the middle of the crucial

‘The main challenge has been that

run by her firm that found more than

January VAT filing period would not

everything keeps moving,’ says Fiona

half (54%) of the attendees were not

have been welcomed by the thousands

Campbell, associate indirect tax partner

confident that they would be compliant

of businesses that are now required

at EY. ‘Our message from day one has

with the digital link requirements by

to file their returns under the MTD

been that certainty is important – we

1 April 2020 or, for a select few, the

rules. The crashes – three in as many

need to know the deadlines. The

extended 1 October 2020 deadline.
HMRC defines a digital link as

How far we’ve come

‘an electronic or digital transfer, or
exchange, of data between software

MTD for businesses over the £85,000 VAT threshold came into force in April 2019,

programs, products or applications’. It

with a deferral to October 2019 for business that could claim to be highly complex

adds that the use of cut and paste or

and unable to implement appropriate IT systems in time. It has not been a smooth

copy and paste techniques does not

transition, with many businesses being slow to register or successfully file their VAT

constitute a digital link, ‘except during

returns digitally for the first time. In August 2019, HMRC reported that 10% of small

the soft landing period’. The soft landing

businesses had missed their first filing deadline – in other words, 120,000 businesses

period expires on 31 March 2020, or 30

were not MTD-ready. The so-called ‘soft landing’ then in force meant that they

September 2020 for those businesses

escaped the wrath – and the penalties – of the taxman. Since then, all businesses

that were allowed to delay complying

have had to submit their tax returns online via MTD-compatible software.

fully with the MTD rules until after 1

According to an HMRC spokesperson, as of 10 January 2020, more than 1.3 million
businesses were signed up, and over three million VAT returns have been submitted

October 2019.
‘HMRC now requires businesses

through the MTD service. Even during the IT difficulties experienced in January, 94%

submitting their taxes digitally to

of businesses due to file that month did so successfully. This was higher than the

use functional compatible software,’

comparable figure for the previous filing deadline.

explains Damon Anderson, director
of operations at Xero UK. ‘This means
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that if you use multiple pieces of

continue to apply. VAT default surcharge

software or spreadsheets for some

rules apply to customers who file or pay

aspects of bookkeeping, a digital link

their VAT late.’

can be created that transfers data

But Anderson warns that penalties will

between places. This means that all the

now be incurred for late submissions

information you need for MTD for VAT

and will be point-based. ‘You’ll incur

sits in one place.’

points each time you’re late with a

However, HMRC’s VAT notice 700/22

submission, per tax, and penalties will

sets out how a business can apply for

be incurred once you pass a certain

a further extension to the soft landing

threshold of points,’ he explains.

period – a move that nearly three-

‘However, points will be reset after a

quarters (70%) of the attendees at the

period of good compliance.

EY webinar said they were interested in.

‘For businesses that have previously

For instance, HMRC says that businesses

missed an MTD deadline, now is the

with complex or legacy IT systems may

time to get prepared.’

require a longer period to put digital

Anderson suggests businesses take

links in place across their functional

the following steps to ensure that

compatible software. These businesses

they are properly prepared:

can apply for additional time to put the

*
*

required digital links in place.
Also, if a business acquires another

Know the deadlines.
Research cloud accounting
software options to

company, HMRC accepts that it may

find the best fit for the

take extra time to digitally link different

business.

applications or packages to meet the
MTD legal obligations.

*

Use an accountant to
advise on how and when
to digitise accounts.

No cost get-out
Crucially, HMRC is clear that the cost
alone is not adequate reason to issue

*

Perhaps most
importantly of all,
embrace the change.

a specific direction. Businesses are

‘This is an opportunity

expected to make every effort to comply

to look at your

with the digital links requirements by the

processes and data

end of the soft landing period.

and focus on your

If a business is not granted an

digital journey,’

extension, and has not been able to

says Campbell.

fully adapt its systems to meet the MTD

‘Businesses

requirements, then it faces the risk of

should take

penalties for failing to submit its VAT

a step back.

returns on time.

Unless you

HMRC says that it will take time for

know the

businesses to become familiar with their

detail, you

new obligations and that it is committed

won’t know

to supporting them to do so. ‘That

whether you are

is why HMRC is taking a light-touch

compliant, and

approach to digital record-keeping and

you won’t know that

filing penalties during the first year of

until you carry out an

mandation,’ an HMRC spokesperson

analysis.’

AB

says. ‘Until any change in the penalty
regime, the current VAT penalty rules

Philip Smith, journalist
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Breaks with benefits
Taking a sabbatical can be a worthwhile experience, but you need to plan how you use
your time out and determine how a career break will impact your future plans
Most sabbaticals may not be as

Weeks into her first job, graduate

Developing the professional

Emma Rosen realised the career path

radical as Rosen’s, who resolved to try 25

Brook also believes the time out is

she’d mapped out wasn’t for her. ‘It

different jobs (and wrote about it in her

benefiting her further professional

ticked all the boxes; I’d won the career

book The Radical Sabbatical, published

development. ‘Whilst I was travelling, I

lottery,’ the now 26-year-old Londoner

last year). For instance, Jasmine Brook

encountered a lot of small businesses

says of her coveted position in a

ACCA, a supervisor at accounting firm

and large corporations, which reaffirmed

government accelerated leadership

Wellers, decided to fulfil some personal

to me that there is a story and a huge

development programme. Feeling

interests after working hard to achieve

amount of work behind the figures

unfulfilled, Rosen left after a year,

her goals – joining the firm at 17 and

we see, regardless of the size of the

intending to give herself the next 12

qualifying at 21.

business,’ she says. ‘It’s important for

‘Being a school-leaver trainee means

months to recalibrate.
Rosen was experiencing the kind of
career wanderlust that can strike at any

accountants to recognise this; smaller

you don’t have a gap year and instead

fees shouldn’t be less important

go straight into study,’ she says.

because with support and guidance

With her employer’s support, Brook

age but is becoming more prevalent,

there can be great potential for growth.’

especially among the younger workforce.

took a three-month sabbatical travelling

It has led to more people taking time

around Asia and the US. The trip

Malaysia, says millennials are not alone

out to do something else, sparking what

‘made me appreciate my life a lot more

in wanting more flexibility. ‘The results

travel agent Original Travel predicts will

because I learnt how people can live

from our global people survey reveal

be ‘the next big travel trend’.

with little but still be happy,’ she says. ‘It

that flexibility and greater work-life

To meet rising demand for

made me want to come back to Wellers

balance are valued by employees across

sabbaticals, the company is organising

and work even harder as I realised how

generations,’ she says, adding that the

more and more multi-destination trips

much effort some people put in for so

firm introduced the option to take a

between three and 12 months in length,

little money. I also realised that although

career break several years ago.

and worth up to – and sometimes

work is important, I need to spend more

exceeding – £1m.

time with my family and friends.’

Pauline Ho, a people partner at PwC

Wishing to address health issues
she believed were related to chronic
stress, Alexis Meyer took six months’

Choose the right sabbatical

leave from her from her technology
and systems integration job at Deloitte

Nick Newbury, co-founder and director of Original Travel, says companies are

Consulting in the US to ‘focus on areas

starting to recognise the benefits of sabbaticals for staff retention and incentivisation.

of my life that gave me a deep sense

He sees some common threads when planning a sabbatical itinerary: ‘People want to

of purpose’. The first month was spent

immerse themselves in new and different cultures; get back to nature; spend quality

doing yoga in the Bahamas and the rest

time with loved ones; learn a new skill; put a serious dent in their bucket list; or give

in Roatan, Honduras, volunteering on

back and spend some time volunteering,’ he says.

coral reef preservation projects.

Some examples of trips his team has organised include:

*

‘I came back with an understanding

a seven-month family sabbatical starting in Singapore and Indonesia, moving on

of my values – health and well-being

into Australia and New Zealand and finishing in Easter Island and South America

coming at the top of the list – the

*

a one-month couples sabbatical travelling through Cambodia, Laos, Bhutan,

boundaries I needed to support those

India and Thailand

values, and the ability to communicate

*

An individual’s two-year sabbatical ‘touring the world, learning new things and

what I needed with people both at work

avoiding hotels’ – a trip that resulted in a 92-stage itinerary across 100 countries.

and in my community so I could stay
accountable,’ Meyer says.
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Meanwhile, in Singapore, Clement
Chow is currently on a 12-month
sabbatical to care for his young son. The
audit and assurance senior associate
with Deloitte Singapore is also a
Team Singapore triathlete, and has
previously taken time out to compete
internationally (being paid an allowance
by his employer to do so).
Deloitte Singapore introduced a
sabbatical policy 10 years ago as part
of its Work-Life Integration Programme.
According to talent partner Seah Gek
Choo, ‘all permanent employees are
eligible to apply for sabbatical leave to
pursue their personal interests’.
Deloitte Australia has recently
followed suit, introducing Career Flex, a
policy that Sam Sheppard, Deloitte chief
human resources officer, says enables
staff to take up to three months’ unpaid
leave to study, travel or simply refresh.

After Brook’s request in 2016, Wellers

‘I came back with
an understanding
of my values –
health and
well-being coming
at the top of
the list’

retrenched during a company

introduced a sabbatical programme

restructure. She decided to take 12

available to all staff members with

months off to refocus.

five years’ continuous service. ‘We

At the time, Hong Kong Exchanges

recognise that in today’s employment

and Clearing was seeking input to a

market flexibility is key,’ Nawrocki says.

white paper on board diversity and

‘Our core values strive to help our staff

Cheung volunteered to spearhead

achieve their true potential and this

the project. As well as passing on her

policy is part of those underlying values.’

experiences to senior leaders, the role

She adds that development is about

enabled her to establish contacts that

so much more than learning technical
skills: ‘We feel that broadening one’s

would ultimately lead to her next job.
This was a far different outcome to

life experiences and horizons is of great

Cheung’s first sabbatical, early in her

Forward planning

importance to allow people to become

career, when she took three months off

While that might seem doable with

good all-round business advisers.’

to travel with no thought of an end goal.

Yet, as personally fulfilling as they

Her advice is to make a sabbatical work

behind you, Christina Nawrocki FCCA,

may be, Hong Kong accountant Elaine

for you. ‘Without a plan, it will become

managing partner at Wellers, says that,

Cheung concedes that there are risks

irrelevant,’ she says.

with forward planning, even mid-sized

involved in taking a break mid-career

firms can support a staff member to take

– especially if you don’t have a job to

some lifestyle adjustments, Cheung

time off. ‘Agreement is reached as to

come back to.

says. As one who was willing to take

the resources of a major network

when it is most viable, given workloads

Before her current role as group CFO

and deadlines. Then, other members

at Regal Springs, a global sustainable

of staff can take on the client work in a

aquaculture company headquartered in

relatively seamless manner,’ she says.

Singapore, Cheung was unexpectedly

Taking a sabbatical requires guts and

the risk, she found that ‘the reward was
just amazing’.

AB

Peta Tomlinson, journalist
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Upcoming events
ACCA has a broad programme of over 200 events and webinars this year, providing
you with CPD, valuable technical updates and excellent networking opportunities
St David’s Day Breakfast

Edinburgh, 2 CPD units

IWD lunch 2020

Diversity and success

28 Feb, Hilton Cardiff,

Learn how to deal effectively

6 March, Liberty Stadium,

9 March, Robert Gordon

2 CPD units

with difficult people in the

Swansea, 2 CPD units

University, Aberdeen,

Join this business breakfast

workplace – staff, colleagues

This International Women’s

2 CPD units

to celebrate St David’s Day,

and even the boss.

Day networking lunch

This event is part of ACCA’s

features as guest speaker

celebrations of International

with the keynote address
from Kellie Beirne, CEO

Encouraging women into

paralympian gold medallist

Women’s Day. Hear about

of Cardiff Capital Region

finance

and world champion Liz

how accountancy can be the

City Deal, and entertainment

6 March, University of West

Johnson, and will celebrate

gateway to diverse career

from Only Men Aloud.

London, 5 CPD units

women in business in Wales.

journeys from successful

The event will raise funds

An opportunity to be

The event will raise funds for

ACCA members and gain

for Marie Curie’s Great

inspired, to consider

Breast Cancer Cymru.

invaluable career advice.

Daffodil Appeal.

alternative finance career
paths and to network. You

Difficult people at work

may even find a mentor or

3 March, The Melting Pot,

become one yourself.les

AB

More information
You can find more information on these events and
a range of others being organised by ACCA, at
events.accaglobal.com

New frontiers
The accountancy profession has always helped to shape and
support businesses, other organisations and economies of
all types and sizes. To continue to add value, professional
accountants must be able to meet current and emerging
demands. Through a blend of practical insights and
technical knowledge, ACCA’s ‘New frontiers in professional
accountancy’ conference will examine the themes and issues
that impact the accountancy profession. It takes place on 1113 March 2020 at the Park Regis Hotel in Birmingham.
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Celebrating excellence
The Accounting Excellence Awards are back to showcase the very best the accounting
and finance profession has to offer. Submit your entry now if you think you’re a winner

AccountingWEB’s accounting

digital firms. The awards

and finance awards are

will also continue to salute

open for entries. Now in

the achievements of large,

their 10th year, the awards

medium and small firms

recognise the UK firms

that can demonstrate the

and individuals who are

impact they are making

innovating, driving success

across a number of key

and inspiring the profession

areas, including bottom-line

to even greater heights.

growth, client success and

The event is a long-

employee development.

standing partnership

Last year’s popular

between the ACCA and

Investing in People Award

AccountingWEB. Members

returns for a second year.

have had a huge amount

This was new in 2019,

of success previously, with

recognising the importance

ACCA firms and members

the profession has placed

winning six awards in 2019.

on employee engagement,

Three new categories have
been launched for 2020

wellbeing, and learning and
development.

to reflect the contribution
and achievements of
bookkeepers, sole
practitioners and pioneering

*
*
*

Client Service

Entries must be submitted

Digital Firm of the Year

by the end of March and

Fast-track Firm of the

will be judged by a panel

Year

of experts from accounting,

*

Innovative Firm of the

finance, business, and

Year

learning and development.

*
*
*
*
*
*

Investing in People

*

Sole Practitioner of

year’s winners, go to

the Year

accountingexcellence.co.uk/

*

Software Innovation of

news. If your firm has what

the Year

it takes to win, enter at

*

Practice Pioneer of

accountingexcellence.co.uk

the Year

before 31 March.

Finalists will be announced

Large Firm of the Year

at the end of May, and

Medium Firm of the Year

winners will be confirmed

New Firm of the Year

at an awards ceremony at

Small Firm of the Year

The Brewery in London on

Specialist Team of

10 September.

the Year

To read about last

AB

The complete list of awards
categories comprises:

*

Bookkeeping Firm of
the Year

More information
ACCA guidance about entering the awards can be found
at bit.ly/ACCAawards
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QUICKBOOKS CONNECT:
THE EVENT TO GAIN KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS
AND INSIGHTS TO OWN THE FUTURE

Official Sponsor: Learn more at our booth
Register now at
UK.QuickbooksConnect.com
and save 40% off – £199 £119
with code ACCAQBC
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Practising certificates
Stefan Pegram explains the new format for recording training towards an ACCA
practising certificate or an ACCA practising certificate and audit qualification
ACCA has had positive

proactively complete PCEF

feedback from members

to aid their development.

who are now completing

Previous issues of AB

the Practising Certificate

(eg January 2019, page 72)

Experience Forms (PCEF)

explained the transition

– the new experience

period (1 January 2019 to

recording format launched

31 December 2020) for

on 1 January 2019.

those members completing

Members use the forms

the Practising Certificate

Top tips for completing PCEF

*

The time summary and principal reviews must be
completed every six months during the period of
experience being claimed.

*

The statements of achievement and principal reviews

*

Members must provide specific examples and avoid

within PCEF should correspond to the period of
experience recorded in the time summary.

to record their training

Training Record (PCTR). All

towards an ACCA practising

completed PCTRs need to

certificate (PC) or an ACCA

be submitted and approved

practising certificate

by ACCA by 31 December

and audit qualification

2020. After this date only

years of full-time experience equates to 4,620 hours of

(PCAQ). PCEF completion

PCEF will be assessed.

working time. Members who work part-time will require

demonstrates the experience

generic and/or general comments, as these will not
support the elements claimed.

*

There are three parts to

The time summary should reflect the actual hours worked
during the period of experience. As a guide, three

an additional time summary page to ensure their PCEF

gained for membership,

PCEF: part 1 covers the

following a similar format

mandatory areas, principal

to the Practical Experience

reviews and time summary;

Requirement (PER).

part 2 is for the optional

part of their overall application. PCEF should fully reflect

ACCA encourages all

areas; and part 3 contains the

a member’s role and competence throughout the period

members in practice to

audit area. Members training

and recognise the actual experience gained.

consider completing PCEF

towards a PC must complete

so they can apply for a

parts 1 and 2; members

PC(AQ) in the future. While

training towards a PCAQ

some members complete

must complete all three

members to demonstrate

webinars (at bit.ly/ACCA-

PCEF as part of their path

parts. Those training towards

their development and

PCEF-bites) explains the

to partnership, others

a PCAQ must also undertake

progression during the

various aspects of PCEF, and

at least 44

period covered. Members are

another two PCEF webinars

weeks of audit

therefore expected to achieve

are also available: a Q&A

experience in

the required elements on an

session (at bit.ly/ACCA-

a three-year

ongoing basis throughout the

PCEFQA), and a definitive

period. For

period. Download the latest

guide to all you need to

UK PCAQs,

version of Adobe Reader DC

know about PC(AQ)s (at

at least 22 of

to ensure you can use PCEF’s

bit.ly/ACCA-PCAQ-guide).

these weeks

built-in functionality.

While some
members
complete PCEF as
part of their path
to partnership,
others do so to aid
their development

must be in

reflects these hours and additional principal reviews.

*

Members applying for the PC may be required to
complete part 3 to support any audit hours claimed as

The PCEF format enables

PCEF and Practising

A series of bite-size

Another webinar will take
place on 22 April. You can

statutory audit;

Certificate Experience

register your interest in it at

for Irish PCAQs,

Requirement (PCER)

bit.ly/ACCA-22Apr.

all 44 weeks

guidance notes, examples,

must be in

transition guide, etc, are at

Stefan Pegram is ACCA’s

statutory audit.

bit.ly/ACCA-PCEF-PCER.

head of licensing.
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Recommending ACCA
Championing ACCA across your networks boosts our reputation and helps build your
own profile, and can be as easy as sharing a social media post. Chris Quick explains
Advocating for ACCA is

and understand the role

at a local college. ‘When I

probably have lost several

about recommending the

financial professionals play

advocate for ACCA, I get a

years ago because we have

organisation in a positive

within both business and

sense of satisfaction from

been able to follow a similar

way, however you choose

the wider economy. This in

knowing that I am able to

trajectory to them and grow

to do it.

turn increases the number

advise and somehow impact

equally fast.’

of employers who recruit

students’ lives on their route

when a member shares a

members and the number

to a career in accounting

personally to be an ACCA

post from ACCA on social

of students who choose to

and finance.’

advocate,’ says James

media, when you encourage

study with ACCA.

Advocacy happens

‘Advocacy plays

a colleague to read an

Wright, senior lecturer and

Personal benefits

accounting and finance

ACCA professional insights

an important role in

More importantly, members

programme leader at the

report or AB article, when

encouraging the future

themselves benefit from

University of Lincoln. ‘This

you advise a would-be

generation and educating

advocacy. Sharing one of

is to encourage the next

accountant to embark on

them on how ACCA

ACCA’s research reports

generation of members,

ACCA training, or when you

can open doors and

may help your team or

to network and share

talk about the profession

opportunities for their

company to develop, which

good practice with fellow

at a school careers day,

careers,’ says Halima

will in turn raise your profile.

professionals from various

conference or other

Salim, co-founder of

Alternatively, you may gain

industries across the world,

public event.

ProHal Chartered Certified

heightened professional

and to think ahead about

Accountants in Watford. In

visibility from supporting

how to best impact the

members speak up for it.

the past, she has spoken

your employer to participate

sector. Being a proactive

Recommendations boost

at a careers fair hosted by

in ACCA’s talks with

advocate has opened up

the organisation’s profile;

Brunel University London

government on topics such

numerous doors – from being

more people across the

and has also presented on

as tax or regulatory changes.

part of the ACCA Leaders

world know what ACCA is

the accountancy profession

ACCA benefits when

‘We are extremely

of Tomorrow programme

interested in the research

through to integrating

that ACCA does, and

ACCA into my classes for the

What is advocacy?

frequently use the data

benefit of my students.’

You don’t need to set aside time in your diary for advocacy

provided in our monthly

work; it happens naturally as finance professionals go about

team meetings,’ says

The virtuous circle

their working lives. The spark that allows you to get involved

Nigel Adams, managing

At its best, advocacy

may come in the form of an ACCA ezine that flags up new

director of Milton Keynes-

contributes to the creation

research, or from seeing something on ACCA’s social media

based accountancy firm

of a virtuous circle, where

channels that catches your attention, which you can then

Ad Valorem.

members help to keep

share with your networks. Content that interests you will

80

‘It’s important for me

‘The thought leadership

the profession moving

inevitably appeal to your colleagues. You may suggest to

reports assist us with our

and responding to the

someone who is looking at their career options to consider

practice and give us the

challenges that the world

accountancy. Or if you want to take it up a notch, speaking

skills we need to help our

presents. This facilitates

at careers events can reach a wide, interested audience and

customer base,’ Adams

new thinking, which leads

could change the direction of a young person’s life. Find out

adds. ‘We have been able to

to the development of

more at accaglobal.com/advocacy.

support some high-growth

further resources and

businesses that we would

thought leadership.
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‘As a member of the
Northern Counties
Panel, I attend its regular
quarterly meetings, along
with other meetings that
I help to organise,’ says
Graeme Tennick, partner at
Graeme Tennick Chartered
Certified Accountants in

‘Being an ACCA
advocate doesn’t
mean you have to
fly the flag every
day. It can come
in the form of
smaller gestures’

Northumberland. ’These
meetings give me an
understanding of what is
happening in our region,
and other regions, as well
as in different industries and
across the private and public
sectors. They offer great
opportunities to network
with fellow members and

is fully prepared to address

professionals to further my

future challenges.

knowledge and experience.’

‘ACCA is already a

‘Being an ACCA advocate

create a society that is

doesn’t mean you have to

fairer, more prosperous

be flying the flag every day.

and more transparent. As

As a result of advocacy,

globally recognised brand,’

It can easily come in the

Adams says: ‘The message

ACCA’s brand recognition

says Wright. ‘But engaged

form of smaller gestures,

needs to resound loudly

increases. This means that

members and staff are

such as offering advice to

and clearly that accountancy

the skills and qualifications

propelling the professional

trainees and fellow members

is an exciting and forward-

of our members are more

body to new heights.

or simply becoming more

thinking profession that is

widely recognised and

Through ACCA’s Global

involved with your local

open to change, diverse and

appreciated. Clients and

Council, International

network panel.’

inclusive, and supports its

employers are reassured

Assembly and local network

that their finance

panels, diverse groups

ACCA to stay at the forefront

partner is a member of

are all striving to take

of developing the profession

a professional body that

ACCA to the next level and

in a way that reflects our

Chris Quick is ACCA’s

demands high standards,

engage more members,

fast-changing world and

director of brand and

is globally recognised and

domestically and globally.

enables our members to

corporate reputation.

A strong profile enables

members to navigate choppy
as well as smooth water.’
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Celebrate equality
ACCA will mark International Women’s Day with a webinar that
will tackle bias in the workplace and celebrate #EachforEqual
International Women’s
Day on 8 March is a global

Dancers taking part in an International Women’s Day rally
in Buenos Aires, Argentina, last year.

celebration of the social,
(Purdie became ACCA’s

the #EachforEqual theme,

political achievements

first female member in

how we can challenge

of women. It is also an

1909 and the first woman

stereotypes, broaden

opportunity to call for faster

admitted to any professional

perceptions, improve

progress on gender parity.

accountancy body).

situations and celebrate

theme is #EachforEqual.

members, students and

women’s achievements.
A panel of experts,
members and social

enabled world. Individual

on individual and collective

media influencers will

actions, conversations,

bias, and how this can be a

be answering your

behaviours and mindsets

major barrier to diversity and

questions, which can be

can have an impact on larger

inclusion in the workplace.

submitted at accaglobal.

society. Collectively, we can

The event will also look at

com/iwd-webinar.

make change happen.
As last year, ACCA will
mark the day with its Ethel
Ayres Purdie global webinar
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Open to all ACCA
friends, the webinar will focus

An equal world is an
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More information
For more about all ACCA’s International Women’s Day
activities, go to accaglobal.com/iwd.
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A world of possibility
The global career of CFO and women’s ambassador Cherise Ige

Pick ‘n’ mix
Which of Brydon’s 64 ideas for
audit will make the cut?

Boardroom excess
The gender bias on company
boards remains overwhelming

Automatic pilot
The finance function can sell the
benefits of AI to the business
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